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Abstract

The objective of this research and development project was to develop an operational system for
monitoring and inspection activities for waste storage facility operations at several DOE sites. Specifically,
the product of this effort is a robotic device with enhanced intelligence and maneuverability capable of
conducting routine inspection of stored waste drums. The device is capable of operating in narrow aisles
and intexpoladng the free aisle space between rows of stackeA drums. The system has an integrated sensor
suile for leak detection, and is interfaced with a site database both for in.on planning and for data
correlation, updating, and report generation. The system is capable of departing on an assigned mission,
collecting required data, n_xding which positions of its mission had to be aborted or __ed due to
environmental constraints, and relx_ng back when the mission is complete.

Successful identifa_don of more than 90% of all drum defects has been demonstrated in a high
fidelity waste storage facility mockup. Identified anomalies included rust spots, rust streaks, areas of
corrosion, dents, and tilted drums. All drums were positively identified and correlated with the site
database.

This development effort is separated into dace phases of which phase one is now complete. The
L_,stphase has demonstrated an integrated system (maturity level IVa) for monitoring and inspection
ac_._vitiesfor waste storage facility operations. This demonstration system was quickly fielded and
evaluated by leveraging technologies developed from our previous NASA and DARPA contracts and
internal research. The second phase will demonstrate a prototype system appropriate for operational use in
an actual storage facility. The prototype provides an integrated design that considers operational
requirements, hardware costs, maintenance, safety, and robusmess. The final phase will demonstrate
commercial viability using the prototype vehicle in a pilot waste operations and inspection project.
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Phase I IMSS vehicle in Waste Storage
Facility mockup

Close-up of Sensor Scan Platform
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J. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This project developed a protot3ve mobile robotto autonomouslymonitorand inspectstoredwaste

containers. The problem to be solved was weekly inspection of large numbersof stored55 gallon drums
containing unspecified hazardous,radioactive, and mixed wastes. These drumsare ston:din large warehouse-
like facilities in rows or groupswith aisle widths down to 0.75 meters and stackedup to three levels high.
EPA requi_s all barrelsto be monitoredweekly. Reportsmustpositively identify each barrelinspected and
must generate a separatereportfor those ban'els not meeting the inspection limits. Barrelsshould be inspected
for dents, bulges, rust, oxidation, radiation leaks, and gas leaks. A cost analysis gave costs of $56/hr.
robotically and $195/hr. manned for equivalent inspection tasks. Other significant benefits accrue for safety,
accuracy, and consistency.

The base contract (phase one), discussed in this report,developecl an integrated system using available
hardware to demonstrate and parameterize the mobile robot and the sensing system. Phase one had a period of
performance of 8 months. The overall project is composed of three phases where phase two develops a
commercial prototype and phase three provides an extended durationdemonstration to prove commercial
viability and robustness. Figure 1 shows the timeline in months for the project, with the milestones def'med
relative to the startof each phase (ATP). Table I defines the milestones for the _ phases of the project.

Phlol PIIio II _|II
Func_onlPerkamsnmEvWumion. InmgrandSyatemPedmnanmVerifa=a_on _ OperUonalDeployment

03 04 0S 06 07 08 09 10 11 42 [01 02 03104105 06 071'08 09l

...... ,I i
ATP VEH S/W EVAL_ [ i .,

couP coup cc_P I i i

--zx--..... -_ X----z [ !
(31R PF¢)TO sr

CCMP DEI
k

ATP SYS PROJ
COMP COMP

Figure 1 - Three Phase Milestone Schedule for Intelligent Mobile Sensor System Deployment

Table i. Milestone De

Phase Milestone Definition
I

I Vehicle Complete Testbed vehicle enhanced for proximity maneuvering. Mission sensors
characterized and mounted to vehicle and m_.inut,_or.

_.._ =.

Software Complete Mission executive software complete. CAD map and data procedures created after

site visit. Opera_r interface to database and executive complete.

Evaluation Complete Testbed system denmnstrat_ in rewesentative site and performance evaluated.

I I Critical Design Review Detailed engineering design for field deployable system is complete. Review of

design has ot:ca_ed with no significant discrepancies. Ready to manuf_ture.

Prototype Complete All hazdware and mftware elements integratod and tested. Ready to ship for sire
demonstration.

Site Demonsu'ation Prototype system has demonstrated inspection and survey operatimts at
operational site.

I

I I I System Complete Integrated system is complete and ready for delivery to site. Any modif'gations

indicated during previous demons_ation have been incorporated.

Project Complete System has been successfully deployed for six months at operational site.
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There were five main elements of the phase one engineering effort:
• define the sensing problem and environment, the format of the solution, and

additional applicationsites;
• integratethevehicle;
• develop and integrate the executive software;
• develop and integrate the mission sensors; and
• perform testing to detemfine performance and cost parameters.

A significanteffort was performedto ensure the solution reached was useful and efficient for actual
monitoring activities. This includes analysis of the reporting procedures as well as discussions concerning
additional implementations at other sites. Figure 3 shows a typical waste storage facility.

The vehicle was integrated from subsystems some of which previously existed including the motion
platform, the sensor mast, and the operators console. Other components that were added included the
ultrasonic obstacle avoidance system, the sensor suite, omni-directional wheels, and the navigation software.
A complete safety system was installed with rigoroushandshaking command-re_;ponsesequences and with
several automatic sating procedures. A photograph of the vehicle is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Intelligent Mobile Sensing System (IMSS) Vehicle

Development of mission sensors focused primarily on video and laser elements. This was a new
development effort and the sensors and software have been installed on the vehicle. Figure 4 shows a closeup
of the sensor mast and scan platform. The laser system is Class II which is eyesafe. Close-ups of processed
images are presented in Section 5.4.5.2.



• o

I

Figure 3 - Engineering CAD
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Figure 4 - Closeup of IMSS Vehicle Sensor Mast

Executive and scheduling software for mission control and report generation was coded and installed.
This software is initiated from the operator console (Figure 5), which also provides access to control of the
vehicle at other command levels as well as providing access to the site and report data bases.

Figure 5 - IMSS Operator Interface
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Phase one culminated in a series of parametric tests to measure sensor and vehicle performance. These
data will be used subsequently in phase two to build a robust, cost effective prototype. The defined success
criteria in the phase one contract was as follows:

• locate and report damaged barrels, simulated leaks, and inaccessible areas:
> 90% detection rate;
< 20% false positive alarm rate.

• autonomously navigate the test site avoiding obstacles and drums, and return to the home position, as
a function of the operator input / task description.

The measmeA detection rate for the phase one engineering model exceeded 91% positive detections in
all categories of visual anomalies, with fewer than 14% false positives in all categories. The performance
standards for phase one were for detection of visual anomalies. Tested visual anomalies included rust, rust
streaks, corrosion, dents, and tipped drums. Anomaly order and background conditions (lighting, viewing
angle, and anomaly size) were varied. Measur_ detection rate is a statistical corapilation of the representative
set of anomalies and conditions using results from multiple autonomous test rur, s in our WSF mockup. An
example of rust detection and identification is shown below.

The Intelligent Mobile Sensing System provides a general capability for carrying sensors into
hazardous areas and autonomously inspecting or mapping the features of concern. Derivative applications
arise from installing different sensors on the mobility base. In this sense the mobile platform supplies power,
a data system, and autonomous positioning of the sensor heads in the desired location. Other reasonable

. applications include real time autonomous concrete characterization, sensing in very radioactive locations such
as canyons or other process areas, and dig-face sensing.

Figure showing input image from color video camera 0eft) and processed image (righ0. Detected
rust spots (1 large patch, 2 small spots) are automatically highlighted for analysis and reporting.
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2. INTRODUCTION
This phase one final reportdocumentstheinitial effortof this projectto develop an integrated

engineering .prototypeand to performparametric testing to acquiredata for a subsequent design. This report
contains secuons describing:

• purpose(§3.0),
• Background(§4.0),
• Methodology (§5.0),
• Results and Discussion (§6.0), and
• Conclusions (§7.0).

The section on "Purpose"describes the DOE application need and discusses system requirementsand
derived requirements.

The section on "Background" provides additional information both on inspection procedures currently
approved by DOE and EPA as well as information on benefits and costs.

The section on Methodology is subdivided into four major sections:
• System Design and Integration (§5.1),
• Test Facility (§5.2),
• Engineering Development (§5.3), and
• Parametric Measurements ({}5.4).

The section on "System Design and Integratioa"discusses the system architecture and subsystem block
diagram, and the design of the individual subsystems including new equipment and software as well as
previously availableequipment. The section on the "lest Facility" describes the facility mock-upthat was built
to provide a test environmentfor performancemeasurement. The section on "EngineeringDevelopment"
includes discussions on the software developmentenvironment,the video developmentenvironment,and the
hardwareprototypingfacilities and techniques. Finally, we discuss subsystem and system parametersof
concerns, and tests that were performedto acquirethe data requiredfor the subsequent phase two design.

The final majorsection is on "Results andConclusions." This section providesthe results of testing
and parametricmeasurements,and discusses the affect these might have on the phase two redesign.

t
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3. PURPOSE

The p_ of this effort is to create a systemto automatethe monitoringand inspection process for
stongl hazardous,radioactive,and mixed wastes. The Deparmmntof Energy has hundredsof thousandsof
storagedrums storedin multiple facilities located on severalsites in the UnitedStates. The EPA requires
posidve weekly inspectionof each storagedrumin a storagefacility. This inspection process is time
consuming and Inesents inherenthealth hazards.

The proposed system will automate the inspection process, lowering costs and providing safer, more
acctaate and more consistent in_ons.

RepresentativeEPA and DOE approvedin.on proceduresfrom Hanfordand Rocky Flats are
presented and discussed in §4.1. From these requirements,and from discussions with waste operations
personnelat four DOE sites (Oak Ridge National Laboratory,HartfordEngineeringLaboratory,Idaho
National EngineeringLaboratory,and Rocky Flats Plant),the functional requirementsshown in Table II were
devel_ All requirementswere met in Phase I. Otherderivedrequirementsareshown in Table HL

Table ila . Functional Requirements for System

• i

,Automatically Generate Reports

Minimum_tor Inputs

Navigate Autonomously
Avoid Unknown Obstacles

-- i i

Inspection time less than 60 seconds per drum

Table Hb . Functional Requirements for Mission Sensors and Anomaly Detection

SPECIFICREQUIREMENT PHASE I CAPABILITY

• i

De.nts: Detect round or pointed dents (> 1") Detected dent depths as small as 0.5"

Tilts: Identif_ tilted drums Detected down to 2 de_es of flit

Displacement: Identify missin_ or displaced drums Identified missin_ drums;relocated drums within 3"

Bar Codes: Scan labels; identify missing labels Readbar code labels; identified drums missing labels

Rust: Detect, quantif7 and track surface rust Identified spo_ smaller than O.1"

Streaks: Identify rust streaks Can differentiate rust streaksfrom water streaks

_on: Detect, quantifyand trackcorrodedpaint Identified bubbled paint down to 0.1"
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Table. II! - l_ri_ed Requ_er_ea_

nnmum n i,

KEY DRIVER DERIVED REQUIREMENT

=ram i

I Operate in Waste Storage Area - 36" width for mobile' base
i - sm=sorsoperate in dim light

- sensor placoment _k:= for reaching stacked barrels 20"
high ortn o0mblrmtion _ directional Wobe or s4msor.
- proximity sm'tsorfor (,.',.',.',.',.',_stac_detection and avoldanco

i

Operate in Highly Contaminated and - _delded against radiation effects
&mat - shielded against corrosh_ chemicals

Safe operation in environment - fail operational to ensure return to base and no collisionsor
runaways
- non-sparking to avoid volatile combustion
- bumper sensor for Immediate slop on cor,t 'ct

Perform Mission Without - Intelligent vehicle executive
Human Intervention - map based planner

- realtime sensor based control
- sensor based _n_

ii

Detect Anomalous Characteristics - provide background and di0_ctional measurement
capabilitiesfor voiatilos and radiation
- detect rustpatches, dents, scratches

Log Locations and Chamctadstics of - provide data archivlngon board vehK:le
Measurements - transmit to console at mJseJon end

- provide navigational measuroments to establish location of
events
- archive visual informationfor anomolous events
- provide bar code and label reading system

i ii

C_e Nature of Contaminants - modular sensor suite for muqiple instruments
- be able to install instruments for detailed investigationof
leaks(eg.spectrometers)
-_ a:_lectionsystem

Provide Re'altime Control and Feedback - allow direct operator control of all automous operations as
toopmxn Nec=ssary nec saW

- communication ;ink
- workstation with teleoperated control
- provide displayof vehicle e_cation,site map. measurement
data and vehicle status

l

Generate Inspection and Monitoring - be able to operate on database to select and correlate
Reports desired information

- automaticallyprint out reports after inspection
i i

Report Mission Status - executive I:¢tumermust record status of its t,xsks
•uto mapandpath

__ ii i i i

Accomodata Future Unknown Tasks - modular interfaces for addibonal equipment (data, _tctrical,
nwchan_al)
- instrumentation bus NIMS bus
- extra space on top of vehicle

= i

r
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4. BACKGROUND

4.1. Inspection Procedures
Repre_ntative EPA and DOE approved inspection precedures are shown in Tables IV and V from

Hartford and Rocky Flats respectively. From these requirements, and from discussions with waste olgmfions
Igrsonnel at four DOE sites (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Hanfotd Engineering Laboratory, Idaho
National Engiggering Laboratory, and Rocky Flats Plant), the functional requirements shown previously in
Table II-were developed. A further discussion of these nuluirements and procedures occurs below. It is noted
that few specifizs are provided in the documentation and consistency betwee.n sites is not maintained.

Most storage facilities have barrels stored four to a pallet and have pallets stored in single rows.
Observed stacking heights varied from. two to five drums with an average or"three. Aisle widths varied from
26" to 30" to 36" Aisle lengths varied from 20 feet to hundreds of feet. In general, space was left between
the last pallet in a row and the adja_nt walL

Positive inspection of each barrel is required. Operator response to flagged barrels is requixed within
24 hours. All barrels must be inspected at least every six days.

In performing a visual inspection for mixed wast_ storage, a human operator should evaluate the
condition of the drums in order to determine the integri W of liquid containment. Professional judgement
should be used to identify those negative conditions that may result in the escape of _y liquids, or in the case
of radimaive waste, any drum condition which may result in a release of air-_ contamination, such as
alpha particles. With these qualifiers in mind, the following extracted requirements are used:

• sharp or pointed dents - no depth gte_ter than one inch, width or length not critical.
• rounded dents - ignore unless the stability of the drum is in question.
• surficial rust (paint _on) - track diameter size; ff rust is incn-_ing_ identify
• _e.aks of ms._ - identify source; if source is from outside and rust is surficial, ignore (water on top of

drum, leaking roofs, standing water); if so.rice is froth side of drum or from under lid, identify.
• non-surficial rust (metal ctm-t_on) - identify by diameter.
• tilted (bulging) drums - if drums are banded, identify if base of drum is touching bottom storage surface

(pallet, plywood, or floor); if drmns are not banded, identify if tilted (any angle greater than two
degrees); identify if ribs of drum cannot be distinguished.

• stacking levels - for _c storage area, identify if stacking level is exceeded.
• condition of pallets or plywood separating drum levels - identify if broken.
• location of bar codes - upper third of 55-gallon drums or top half of 35-gallon drums, the top of the bar

code not more than two inches below dram seal, visible from the aisle.
• location of hazardous waste labels - if the site requires hazardous labels, the label should be located in the

center third of 55-gallon drums, or top half of 35-gallon drums.
The above information is flexible because of differences of the regulating agencies and DOE facilities.

From these rules and guidelines the following barrel inspection re_lUirementswere incetpcraled into
the IMSS system:

• Locate and read barccxies to positively identify drums. Report if barcode is missing.
• Visual anomalies to detea and classify:

- dents over one inch deep,
- tilted barrels,
- missing or defective barcodes,
- rust and corrosion

• Types of corrosion to identify and parameters to rectxd:
Rust (surface area)

- Rust S_ (length)
- Corrosion (blistering, chipped, peeling, or missing paint) (surface area)

9
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• C.olmingof barrelsincludes:
- white,
- grey,
- black,
- yellow, and
- silver.

• V'_ml anomaliesNOT to be Im_essed include:
- accmnuladonsof dust or din on ridges, rims, or seams,
- coodensmion _eaks of dust er din, and
- symbols or other labels thatare not barcodes.

considerationsme presentthatmust be considered when inserting new technology into the
currentmonitming and in_ process. Some of these arediscussed below.

• The same _ forms shoukl be cn_au_by theIMSS as are currentlycreatedby the inspeao_. In
these slmu_ be ccmpleu:donce perweek per area.

• An cpenu_ mustbe positively called if a defective ban_ is ide_tificd toensurethe condition is conecu_l
within 24 hours.

• A map of the mea should be included on v..!_ the defective banel is identifiedto aid theoperatorin his
response.

• The integrityof the process must be maintainedm ensurethatcomputerfiles indicatingmq_ operator
activity _'e not deleted by anopentor withoutbeingrepom_ m the supenfisor.

• It_ be notedthatthe developmem of the IMSS opens additionalpossibilitie-_for m:ord keeping
including trackingdrumslamsover lime. Also all reccmdsarealreadycomputerizedand can _ s:_---q:d
on any highdensity storage mediumof choice for inu:gradonwith other damsystems.

Table IV . Waste Storage Facility l_spectiom Procedmres Exwact (Hamfora')
for RCRA Har_lo_ Waste Comtaimer Storage Umi_

"General Inspection: Basis 40 CirR 270.14(b)($), 264.15(b), and 264.33
-l_dic ins_'tions (daily, weekly, monthl:) b: operations_n.tel, ,

n_." tenanceinsl_. "onsof buildings, equipment,ana opemtin8 systems
Induslri_ monitoringsystem printout(ie. continuousairmonitoringor remote areamonitoringfor mixed

, waste units)
I

_ve actions on o01nmltmC_lt or mstrumextt

same mrement)

minimum or

10



Table V . Waste Storage Facility i_pectiom Procedmres Extract (Rocl_ Flats)
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4.2. Comparison of Stored Waste Monitoring Techniques
4.2.1. Current Stored Waste Monitoring Techniques

The current methods used to inspect and monitor stored wastes are based on either passive detectors or
on humans walking through the storage area with various in.qrumeats.

Passive moni_g relies on fixed sensors _ within the containment building. Often these are
only alpha deteaors. When an increase in radiation is m_ operators must enter the surage site and
locate the leaking container. Walking _ _y include alpha delectot_ gas detecto_ and vistud
inslx:ctions. Visual _on of the drums is requixed to detect dented, bulging, or rtm_g drums.
However, visual methods are a function of _ acuity and fatigue level and may vary bev.veen opera_h's
and even betv,een individual dnnns. Operators may receive varying radiation doses during their inspections
and must be exandned for contamination _ to site exit. Req_ drum inspection liequency and opena_
lifetime radiation limits raise the effective cost of this monitoring process and introduces health and safety
risks.

4.2.2. Advantages of Proposed Solution
4.2.2.1. l_lblic and Occamational Health _sks

A major advantage is the reduced human exposure afforded by this system. Inspectors no longer need
to enter the building to monitor the stated waste. The extended exposures during normal inspection add up
quickly given the _ frequency and total number of stored waste containers. Thus, using this
autonomous system will eliminate the occupational health _ associated with this activity. This is even more
im_t in the event of a discovery of a leak, or of collapsing barrels which have inestimable costs in
possible long term injuries. In fact, in the event of a leak, an autonomous system, equipped with a
manipulator with advanced impedance control and contact stability algorithms, can use a siphon tool and bung
puller to remove the material before removing the barrel and risking breaking open full containers during
transit.

4.2.2.2. Environmental Risks
Environmental risks can be greatly reduced by a quicker detection of leaks. By ensuring frequent

inspection of storage files, leaks can be detected mote quicHy and remedial action initiated sooner to reduce
the total amount of wastes leaked into the environment. Likewise more consistent checks will ensure adequate
inspection of all barrels and avoid "darkcomers" and "end of the aisle" syndrome. Finally, by being able to"
conelate minor changes from inspection to inspection, it may be possible m detect evolving problems before
they become major ones.

4.2.2.3. Otmmtions
The advafitage of the proposed autonomous sensing system to operations is better, more detailed,

consistent records. This includes individual verifw,afion of each individual barrel by barcode without an
_ve burden of relxa't generation. Automa_g the monitoring and report generation process allows
development of a continuous database which can improve the accuracy and accountability of the overall
ER&WM process

Another operational advantage is that barrels can be.examined quicker (in terms of barrels per week)
allowing the sites to more easily comply with the RCRA regulations.

4.2.2.4. Cost
This cost comparison assumes equal productivity between man and machine in terms of the time

requingl to inspect a single barrel For a discussion of this assumption, see the next section.
Assumptions for cost of manual _ons include items for total cost and usable productivity level:

• one full time in.on team (two inspectors) costs $150glyr. including costs for wages, overhead
(suits, sensors, etc), support (exit exam and decontamination, etc), and training.

• ,_se of time during an eight hour shift includes 4hrs/day inspection. 1hr for preparation and transit,
and 3 hours per day for reptming.

• inspectors require 16 hours training per month (on average) or 4 hours pci _ek.
Assumption for robotic operations in terms of cost and productivity include the following:
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• cost of mobile sensor system afa: initial prmmy_ is $_ehicle
• vehicle _s 8 hours on, 4 hours recharge per shift, two shifts per day
• vehicles do not operate on weekends
• n_luired suplxm is 30 minutes per aip task load/rig and _ generation by a human operator, 8

hours per week maintenance (nonprmiuctive time plus labor charge), installation support of $10k
per room _ and map generation).

Given these assurnpuons, ca]cula_:_l costs per year for the two different methods are as follows:
manned - $150k/yr. and automated - $210k/yr. The calcula_i productivity for each system in terms of hours
of in.on time are: manned 768 lws/yr (52 weeks - 2 weeks vacation - 2 weeks holidays = 48 weeks per
year. weekly producuvity is 4 hrs/day * 5 days per week - 4 hrs/wcck aaJning: 16 hours per week. Total
_vity is 48 * 16 = 768) and automated 3744 h_ per year (52 weeks per year, weekly 16 hours per day
times 5 days minus 8 hours maintenaace = 72 hours per week. Total productivity is 52 * 74 = 3744). Given
these costs and productivity an overall comparison is shown below:

manned- $195/hour
autontated- $56/hotw

This is a large difference and several parametga-sshould be examined before using these nmnbers as part of a
cost/btmefit analysis. First aragon of the R&D costs of the vehicle need to be considet_ (although the
cost is already paid for by £K)FjO'I'D). Of course these must be _ over the number of years of
monittring and inspection anticipated, must include all sites with similar activities (at least four in this
app_ alone), and must include the total number of vehicles at each site. The total number of vehicles at
each site is of ctmrse dependent on the number of storage containers present or number of buildings, but it
should be noted the overhead of supporting five vehicles is the same as sung one vehicle in terms of
operational and maintenance personnel. Likewise, if one chose to operate the vehicles on weekends, one
would increase vehicle productivity by 29%.

4.2.2.5. Tune

To verify the assumption of at -leastequal inspection time per barrel, consider the following statements.
When a human inspects a barrel he mustexamine his instrmnents while swiping or pointing them at the barrel
thus reqtdfing two activities; the mobile sensing system monitors instrument data streams in parallel with its
pointing activity. In terms of visual inspection, the human must analyze his visual inputs while looking at the
barrels and determine on the _ if there is a blemish or fault. The mobile sensing system takes a picture at an
approwiate spot andthenanalyzesthepicture during transit to the next barrel. Also, unlikea human, the
machine doesnot change inspection speeds during lapses in concentration or toward the end of a shift.

4.2.2.6. Waste Minimization

' Another major advantage of the mobile sensor system accrues from waste minimization. Routine
enumg:e of people into the sam: rooms is eliminated, eliminating the garments that would have been used and
disposed of. The vehicle would be stored in the building and can be hosed off when it has to be removed.

4.2.2.7. Institutional and Regulatmy_Goal-_
This technology will increase controllability and accountability for the stored wastes by having an

ensun_ consistent, and frequent record.
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$. METHODOLOGY
This effort is part of a threephase programto commercialize autonomous monitoring and inspection

technology. The objective of the firstphase is to have demonstratedan integrated system performing the
functions; the objectiveof the second phase is to packagethe software and components for an actual

hot demonstration in a n:al storage facility, the objective of the thirdphase is develop the productto an
certified, commercially viable system. The phase one demonstration of an integrated system is used to gather
parametricperformance data regardingtask perfcmnance versusvehicle hardwareand software parameters.
This allows the design in phase two to be optimized regardingcost, performance, and reliability. For
instance,the requirednavigationalaccuracycan vary as a functionof motion characteristics,sensor
characteristics,control system char_teristics, andp_sence of navigationalbeacons. Design tradescan be
made as to enccxlerresolution, inclusion of navigationbeacons, the need for an inertial measurementsystem or
GPS transceiver,and pathplanningand _on techniques.

The phase one effortassembled an integratedengineeringmodel including all components l_luired to
performthe functionalrequi_ments. The system was testedin a small scale storage facility mockup to gather
performance data. The following sections describe the effort in terms of:

• system design and integration,
• test facility description,
• engineering development environment,and
• parametric performancemeasurements.

5.1. System Design and Integration
The system hardwareincludedmany existing systemsand components in orderto lowerdevelopment

costs and reduce the n:_luireddevelopm,-qt time. The engineeringmodel that was assembled pea'formedall
functionsbut not in t.heformeventuallyrequired. Forinstancethe vehicle width did not meet the aisle width
req_ents. Of course vehicle width does not affect image analysis or autonomous capability. Likewise,
the sensor mast was suitable for barrelsstacked two high, but not for barrels stacked three high. Again, this
does not affect the monitoring andinspection requirements; all vehicle design modifications will occur in
phase two.

$. 1.1. Architecture
The system functional architecture is shown in Figure 6. This architecture is based on a standard

reference model for automated systems developed by the National Institute of Standardsand Technology
(NIST) and subsequently portedto NASA for their space program. The architecture provides a modular
strucuae that enhances modularity,both for portabilityand extendibility. This model is similar to DOE's
Genetic Intelligent System C'.ontroller(GISC) architecturein termsof providing standard interfacesand call to
subsystem components. This architectureis hierarchicalin nature wherein all control of components at a
lowerlevel is encompassed by a module at the next level up. The architectureis divided into two logical areas,
sensorprocessing and autonomous control, which are linked to a multilevel operator interface. This structure
separatescontrol functions from sensing functions but still allows them to communicate as necessary through
a worldmodel The multilevel interface allows interaction with the hierarchy of control functions at several
levels. In normal operation, only the highest level is used (e.g., start inspection procedure). Other levels are
available for development or for applications that requiredirect teleoperation such as surveying an unknown
area for entry characterization of an extremelyradioactive environment. Note that the multilevel interface also
plays a role in sating proceduresas well as lower level replanning when the system becomes blocked.
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Figure 6 - IM$$ Functiomal Architecture

A subsystem block diagram is shown in Figu_ 7. This shows the basic motion platform subsystems
for vehicle mobility andcontrol in thelower block. These items include the structure, wheels, drive motors,
controllers, obstacle avoidance subsystem, and navigation subsystem, as well as support functions such as
power, communications, computation, and safety. The components of the _:an platform are on the right side
of the diagram andare mixed between the upperand lower block. Hardware included are the pan and tilt
actuators andcontrollers. The scan platform is _sponsible for pointing the sensors in the right direction, and
providing communications and power. The upper block contains those subsystems required for the mission
sensing software. This includes the particular sensors, sensor software, executive software, and the task
applicationsoftware that resides in theoperator's console.
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Figure 7 . IMSS Subsystem Block Diagram

5.1.2. Mechanical Subsystems
5.1.2.1. Modon Platform

Threedegree of freedomcartesianvehicle motion (x, y, phi) is achieved by using four independently
dr_ivenomni-dhectional wheels. This arrangementallows forward/backward,sideways, and rotational
motion independentlyor simultaneously. Motion in confined spaces is gready simplifiedcomparedto that
achievable using conve'ndonalsteering. Also, simple cartesianpathplanningmay be used to posidon the
vehicle precisely for measurements.

Mecanum Wheels - The Mecanumomni_onal wheels arecomposed of eight rollersmountedon
axles ata 45 degree angle fi'omthe wheel axle. The milers aremountedaroundthe circumferenceof the wheel
andaxefree to rotatewhen in contact with the gou_ Only one roller is in contact with the groundatany
timeand because the rollerslongitudinalcross section is convex it is only in contact at a single point. The
additionaldegree of fieedom addedto the wheel by the rollerin contact with the groundenables 2 degree of

motion (x and y) of the contactpointwithout requiringwheel slip. Rotationalsfip normal to the
contact surfaceat the single point of contact is requued for motion involving vehicle rotation. To provide3
degree of freedom vehicle motion two sets of wheels arerequired. The rightfrontand left rearwheels have
contactingrollers mountedat a positive 45 degree angle to the vehicle longitudinalaxis where as the left front
andfight rearwheels have contactingrollersmountedat a negative 45 degree angle. By using independent
wheel motion controlled by vehicle inverse kinematics, threedegree of freedom(x, y, phi) vehicle motion is
_,'hieved.

Wheel Drive Train - Each wheel is driven by adc brushmotor througha spur gear transmissionwitha
100:1 gearreduction. 512 count perrev incrementalposition encoders are located at the motor to provide
wheel position sensing for control.
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5.1.2.2. Sensor Plaff_ln
The scan platform is a two axis gimbal located at the front of the vehicle. It provides pan and tilt

motion for various mission sensors including the stereo cameras, color camera, and bar code reader. The
LASER striper and camera lamp are also mounted on the platform.

Motion Control - Motion control is implemented using two channels of a Galil DMC530 motion
control board. The board closes position loops with PID controllers and provides ±10V differential signals to
drive custom built PWM amplifiers which drive the pan and tilt motors. Both scan platform gearmotors are
Faulhaber Schonaich 3557K DC motors with 66:1 reductions. See Sections 5.1.3.1 and 5.1.4.2.

Position Sensing - Position sensing is accomplished with one US Digital Softpot
$2-1024IB incremental optical encoder per axis. These en_ have a resolution of 1024 counts per
revolution and generate index pulses. The outputs are _ using the standard quadratme state method by
the Galil boards, effectively quadrupling the encoder resolution. The tilt axis encoder is connected directly to
the flit platform and therefore has a resolution of 4096 counts per revolution. The pan encoder is geared at
3.3:1 to the pan platform and therefore has a resolution of 13516 counts per revolution.

PositionVelocity L/m/ts - The pan axis is limited in software to a position range of ±120 degrees from
home and a velocity range of 1 to 10 degreesper second. The tilt axis is limited in software to a position range
of ±35 degrees from home and a velocity range of 1 to 10 degrees per second.

Power Up Condition. - The vehicle powers on in a manual abort condition. As soon as the condition
is remedied, the pan and tilt axes are automatically homed to a zero position. Independent home signals are
generated with infrared emitter/detector pairs mounted to each axis. When the Galil board receives a home axis
command, the axis is moved in a direction that dependson the state of the home signal. When a transition on
the home signal is detected, the axis is moved slowly to the encoder index pulse and halted.

Sating - Both axes have position limit switches that disable the corresponding amplifier when
actuated. The pan hardware position range litnit is approximately ±130 degrees from home. The tilt hardware
position range limit is approximately ±40 degrees from home. The pan and tilt amplifiers are also disabled by a
manual abort.

Command Capabilities - The scan platform control task will perform the following functions:
• Power control for the LASER sniper and the camera lamp.
• Homing of both axes.
• Absolute or relative position moves at specified velocity.
• Velocity moves.
• Abort of current and queued commands.

5.1.3. Electrical Subsystems
5.1.3.1. Vehicle Electronics

The control electronics package for the Phase I demonstration vehicle consists of a VMEbus card cage
and motor amplifiers as shown in Figure 8.

VME CARD CAGE
VEHICLE SYSTEM

FORCE CPU30
I

WHEEL 0-2 MOTOR AMPS
GAUL MOTION AND POSITION ENCODERS
CONTROLLER

GAUL MOTION WHEEL 3, PAN, AND TILT
CONTROLLER MOTOR AMPS AND

POSITION ENCODERS
I

DIGITAL I/O RANGING SYSTEM

COUNTER ELECTRONICS

Figure & . Control Electronics.
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VMEbus Card Cage Electronics
The VMEbus cardcage contains commercially available boards, including a Force SYS68K/CPU30

single boardcomputer, two Galil DMC530 Motion Control boards, a XYCOM XVME240 Digital I/O board,
and a XYCOM XVME230 Intelligent CounterModule.

The Force SYS68K/CPU30 single board computer is based on a 25 MHz 68030 in conjunction with a
68882 math coprocessor. The CPU30 is fitted with Ready Systems VRTX/Velocity PROMs. VRTX/Velocity
is the real-time multitasking operating system used by the vehicle software. The CPU30 also offers an
Ethernetconnecdort, serial ports,and 4M of RAM.

Motion control is provided by two three axis Galil DMC530 Motion Control boards. These boards
provideadjustablePIDcontrollersforthewheelsandthescanplatformmotors.Thepositionsensing
incrementaloptical encodersareconnected directly to the DMC530s.

System digital discretes arecontrolled and monitoredby the XVME240 Digital IX) board.This board
has a 64 signal capacity, confignrable as 8 bit ports of inputs or outputs. The current configuration splits the
ports, providing 32 inputs and 32 outputs. These signals are used for power state control for system
components, monitoring of abortconditions, and other system functions.

The XVME230 Intelligent CounterModule interfaces to the ultrasonicranging system.One 16-bit up
counteron the boardis used as an event counter to acquire the distance to objects for each of the eight ranging
channels. See Section 5.1.3.2.

Motor Drives
The wheel motors aredrivenby independent custombuiltPWM amplifiersbasedon the Advanced

MotionControlsAMC-500 hybridPWM amplifier.The amplifiersaccept :l:10Vdifferentialcontrolsignals and
I_uduce+28V pulse width modulateddrive for the motors. Thecurrentlimit for each amplifieris 8A. This
limitiswellabovetheexpectednormaloperatingconditions.

ThescanplatformmotorsaredrivenbyindependentcustombuiltPWM amplifiersbasedontheLinear
Integrated Circuits L292 Switchmodedriver.The amplifiers accept+IOV differential controlsignals and
produce+28V pulse width modulateddrive for the motors. The current limit for each amplifieris 2A. This
limit is well above the expectednormaloperating conditions.

5.1.3.2. Ultrasonic Transducers
The Ul_ic RangingSystem is capable of detectingobjects at a minimum rangeadjustablefrom 0.7

to 1.3 feet arida maximumrangeof 32 feet. The statedtypical absoluteaccuracy is 1%of the readingand the
detectionangle is approximately 10degrees.

There areeight ultrasonicsensormodules located aroundthe vehicle perimeteras shown in Figure 1I.
Theelectronics configuration is shown in Figure9. Each sensor module consists of a Polaroid 616342
electrostatic transducerand 615077 rangingboard.These modulesareconnected to a common custom built
electronics package. The electronicspackageaccepts softwarecontrolleddigital discretes. Assertionof a
controlsignal to the electronicspackage initiates transmissionby the corresponding transducer.At the same
time, a I MHz squarewave is fed into a 16 bit counter on the VME board.When the transducerdetects an
echo, the squarewave is disabled.The value in the counter is then related to the distance of the object that
caused the echo.

VME CARO CAGE

SENSOR 1

I m SENSOR 2
mmm SENSOR 3

m SENSOR 4

m SENSOR 5
m SENSOR 6

TO
SYSTEM m SENSOR 7i

mmm SENSOR 8

Figure 9 - Ultrasonic Ranging System Electronics
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5.1.3.3. Communications
All communications above the hardwarecontrol level were implementedusing the TCP/IPprotocolson

Etl_met. The network interfaces were implemented with the project-standardTCP/IP library. This library
providedstandardfunction calls for establishinga server, opening a connection, reading data,writingdata,
and testingfor the availability of data. This librarywas implemented on all the Unix computersystems, as
well as thereal-time VRTX embeddedcontrol system.

The IMSS vehicle for phase one used a communicationsand power tether. Communicationschannels
werea thin Ethernet link to higher-levelcontrol system elements, and composite video lines to the sensor
processors.

5.1.3.4. Power
Poweris supplied to the vehicle from two sources. The primarypower source is a set of lead acid

batteriesthat supply up to 40A. The secondarypower source is two parallel 28V,12A linearDC power
supplies. The power supplies charge the batteries when the vehicle is off, andtrickle charge the batteries
during intermittentoperations. The off-boardsupplies are connectedto the vehicle +28V bus via a 75 foot
tether consisting of three 12 AWG Power/Groundpairs.This allows a maximum IR dropof 1.3volts. IR
dropin the tether is significant since the supplies areconfigured to sense locally. If remote sensing is used
with these supplies, IR drops of about IV cause instability resulting in power supply damage.

The +28V bus provides power directly to the wheel, pan,and tilt motor PWM amplifiers. It also
supplies the necessary input power for DC-DC converterswhich provide the vehicle system with +5 and:!:12
VDC.

5.1.4. Control
5.1.4.1. Vehicle

Vehicle movement is commanded in cartesiancoordinates(x,y,phi) via autonomouspoint to point
position commands or by velocity commandsfrom a teleoperatorusing threedegrees of freedomof a hand
heldjoystick. Position commands areresolved in a fixed world coordinateframe whereas velocity commands
may be resolved in either the fixed worldframe or the moving vehicle body coordinate frame. Figure 10
shows the vehicle motion controlblock diagram.

I:l [i]" ,,. m-i ._._i
I.'",.I

xc_ C4#l_iln _,_.o
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This archi_ implements vehicle position control inditecdy by the control of vehicle wheel speed.
A cartesian velocity trajectory is gelgrated subject to acceleration and velocity constraints. This velocity
trajectory will, if followed precisely by the vehicle, deliver it to the desired cartesian position. The requixed
wheel speeds to follow the trajectory are calculated from the cartesian velocities using the inverse jacobian
derived from vehicle kinematics. (variables are as defined in the text and shown in Figures 10 and 11)

Inverse Kinematics

Vehicle inverse kinematics determine wheel velocities for desired vehicle motion:

w_.- JINV v_ 1

The wheel and Cartesian vehicle velocity vectors:

WRF vy
|WRB[ x : 2
LWLB J vf

The inverse Jacobian:

I 1 -1 -(la+lb) l

1 1 1 (la+lb)

JINV - _'w 1 -1 (la+lb) 3

1 1 -(la+lb)
!

Wheel Speed Control
This velocity based control approach relies on vehicle wheel speed control. Off the shelf Galil motion

controllers are used with incremental motor encoders to close digital PID position loops around each wheel. A
wheel speed control mode is available using the Galil controller which internally generates an acceleration
limited position reference for each Wheel position control loop to reach the commanded speed.

Odometry
Because the vehicle will not exactly follow the velocity trajectory, an estimate of the actual vehicle

posidon is calculated from wheel speed derived from encoder measurements. Estimated vehicle velocity is
calculated using the forward vehicle jacobian and integrated to obtain the vehicle position estimate. Position
estimate error build up due to wheel slippage and other sources is periodically eliminated by establishing
absolute position using the vision system in conjunction with landmark targets whose positions are known.

Forward Kinematics

Vehicle forward kinematics determine vehicle motion given wheel velocities:

Y. - JFWD w 4
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The forward Jacobian:

i1 , , ,1rw -1 1 -1 1 5
JFWD = -_- -1 1 1 -1

la¥]b la¥1b la+']b la+lb

Collision Avoidance
A collision avoidance mechanism is provided to prevent contact with unknown or out of position

objects. Eight ultrasonic range sensors located around the vehicle perimeter as shown in Figure 11 provide
range information indicating the proximity of objects in the vehicle environment. This range information is
used to develop a virtual force potential that in effect wards off the vehicle from the object. When scaled
_y the force potential resulting from an immanent collision with an object may not be overcome by any
motion command that would otherwise result in a collision with that object. A virtual f(ar.e calculated from
ulwasmic range information acts on the vehicle at each sensor location resulting in a net force and um]ne at the
vehicle center (vehicle reference coordinate frame origin). To actually apply the virtual force and torque to the
vehicle through the controller requires generation of a velocity command using the force and torque. The
relationship between force and velocity defines a mechanical impedance for which the simplest example
involving mass is a second order dynamic system. Using for example a mass-damper model to generate
velocity commands from virtual forces and torques results in a well behaved relation.that allows adjustment of
sensitivity and speed of response of the vehicle to obstacles.

Virtual Force Filter

The virtual sensor forcevector:.

-f(rFL)-
f(rFR)

f(r_) = 6
o.o

The virtual force at a sensor is determined from the measur_ range:

f(ri) ki 1 1 2 7
= 2-(ri-wi--_ll 1

Sensor Kinematics

Transform sensed ranges to virtual forces on vehicle:

E = JF f(D 8

The Jacobian combinin,g and transforming virtual forces from sensor frames to vehicle frame:

-CFR ... -CLF ]
J F = -SFL -SFR ... -SLF 9

YFLC-xFLSFL yFRCFR-xFRSFR ... yLFCI.F--xLFSLF
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The parameters for the sensors (eight at present)are as follows:

Sensor i 0i Cl Si xi Yi wi
FL - "0 1 0 + +

FR 0 1 0 + -

RF --x/2 0 -1 + -

RB -xi 2 0 -1 - -.

BR x -1 0 - -

BL z -1 0 - +

LB x/2 0 1 - +

LF _/2 0 1 + +

2nd-Order Impedance Filter

The vimaalforces, resolved in the vehicle referenceframe:

E = 10

The differencefilters thatconvertvirtualforces into commandedvelocities:
I

vXOFF k = axy vXOFFk. 1 + gxy vXOFFk. 2 + hxy (Fx k - FXk:I) 11

vYOFF k = axy vYOFFk. 1 + gxy vYOFFk. 2 + hxy (Fy k - FYk. 1) 12

vfOFF k = af vfOFFk. 1 + gf vfOFFk-2 + hf (TFk - TFk"1) 13

The parametersan, gn, and hn arcdctcrminedoff-line for desireddynamic response:
2 .In + Bn Dt

an =Jn+Bn Dt+KnDt 2 14
- Jn

g =Jn+BnDt+KnDt 2 15
Dt

h =Jn+BnDt+KnDt 2 16

whereJn, Kn, and Bn are the mass/inertia,damping, and stiffness to be emulated. Separateparametersets n
arcused for translationsxy and rotationf.
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5.1.4.2. Scan Platform
Scan platform motion is controlled via pan and flit angularposition commands with

acceleration and rate limits. The Galil motion controllers described in §5.1.4.1 are used to close PID position
loops on the pan and tilt axis. Incremental encoders are used to sense pan and tilt rotation axis positions. The
Galil controllers are used in the position control mode. Absolute position of the pan and flit axis is determined
6ar_ inifializa_n using a homing scheme that searches for the index pulse of the incremental encoder.
Positive and negative motion limit sensors are used to safely limit the range of pan and tilt motion.

5.1.5 Navigation
The vehicle navigation system is based on a combinaion of two methods: wheel odometry and

landmark sightings. ]_gure 12 shows a block diagram of our approach. This approach combines the best of
both methods: continuous data availability from odometry and absolute position knowledge from landmarks.
Odometry position estimation ,_mcenaimies that grow with travel distance are reset to zero by occasional
sightings of known landmarks. A minimum amount of facility Ineparafion is required, with ilo paint or tape
applied to the floor. These two nmthods an: described in the following sections.

/ .... wtw oeom.t._, I

Measured O. Xw..VVhml
Pos_k)ns

rate

I _. t.,_m,dmark5iomino ..... 1
I%_I_ dl.m Xw_
a_s_m_
Landma_ i

ImmWoddModld
Fi£1re 12 - Block Diagram of Navigatioa Approach

5. 1.5.1 Wheel Odometrv

Wheel odometry is the s_-nplest form of navigation, also known as dead reckoning. The IMSS vehicle
has omnidirectional wheels designed to operate without translational sSp. This allows estimation of vehicle
position and orientation within the facility based on a time histc_ of the wheel angular velocities. The process
involves sampling the wheel positions at a fixed rate, differencing the positions to get the velocities, applying
the kinematic velocity w_-,.sformations between wheels, vehicle body, and facility reference frames, and
integrating the resulting facility frame velocities to get the position and orientation. This estimated data is
available at the basic servo-loop rate for coordination of vehicle and scan platform motion. Error sources
include kinematic modelling errors (e.g. wheel diameter) and wheel slippage on the floor. These are
compensated for using landmark sightings as described in the next section.

5.1.5.2 _ib-k Siehtine
A model-based mac_ sdsion technique locates the position and orientation (pose) of a landmark

target relative to the vehicle. The target is distinguished by a set of featmes, concentric circles, in a pattern
predeiermined pattern defined by a model The principles of operation for the target recognition and pose
estimation used are detailed in [Hoff] and [Gatrell]. Landmark targets are required at fixed, known location in
the facility. These targets are flat and can be affixed to any stationary surface, such as walls or columns. A
representative target is shown in Figtae 13. The image is acquired using the same video camera that acquires
the corrosion-detection images. The advantage of this methcxi is that it uses no additional sensors on-board
the velftcle. The barcode, and text on the target allow for unique identification of a specific target from all
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others. The main pauem of features (the concentric circles) is the same for all landmarks, but the baxc'ede
uniquely identifies a _ target. The location of all landmarks is stored in the facility database., indexed by
the ba:ct_ identifier. The pose of the vehicle in the facility is computed from the pose of the target relative to
the vehicle and the database location of the target.

n

0 0 0

o ItttttllltlIJ!lo
Figwre IJ - Represemt_i_,cla_JulJ_rrk TinTer

I

Sightings of landmarks are commanded by the mission executive taxx:ess under two _stanc_:
Regular sightings based on predicted odometry estimation error, and special sightings when a drum position-
type defect is detected. Dnan position-type defects include a missing drum and a drum not located in the
expectedposition.

5.1.5.3. Path Plannin_

The present approach uses off line generation of point to point position command scripts.

5.1.5.4. Traiectorv Generation

Position com_ from the executive a_ used to build an acceleration and velocity limited velocity
traj._.tory,to move the vehicle from its present position as measured by odometry to the commanded new
posmon m a smooth and orderly fashion. Maximum velocity and acceleration time to maximum velocity are
wogrmnmable. The velocity trajectory is updated at the vehicle servo rate (.1 sec) and used to calculate wheel
speed commands using vehicle inverse kinematics.

5.1.5.5. Obstacle avoidance_

The obstacle avoidance capability is currently not coupled to path planning. It operates independently
to provide velocity inputs to the vehicle control system. Its operation is discussed in 5.1.4.1.

5.1.6. Sensing Subsystems
5.1.6.1. Laser Rml_t)g

The laser ranging sensing subsystem is used to perform inspection of the three-dimensional
c_tics of the drums. Specifr.ally, the tasks of initially locating the drums, detecting surface dents, and
measuring drum tilt, are essentially thr_-dimensional tasks m i.e., they require accurate measurement of three
dimensional points on the surface of the drums. In addition, a dense set of 3D points is required, so that small
dents are not missed. The resulting dense set of 3D points can be put into the form of a range image, in which
the integral positions of a two dimensional array represent di_-tions, and the values stored in rite array
_resent the range to points in the scene. Assuming the sampling intervals are consistent in the horizontal and
vertical din_ons, the (ij) position of an element in the array implicitly dettmx_ates the 3D direction vector to
that point. The t=nn "'rangeimage" is used because the arraycan be displayed on a video monitor and in fact
has the same form as an (adina:y video image. The only diffenmce is that the values in the range image
_t distance instead of light intensity.

Range Imaging Techniques.
There are numerous techniques available to generate range images. Surveys in the literature include

Jarvis [1983] and Besl [1989]. Two classes of techniques particularly suitable for the drum inspection task
are: laser radar and triangulation. Laser radar uses time of flight to directly measure distance from the sensor
to a point on the drum. By scanning the beam, a complete range image can be built up. Altltongh these
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systemsarefasland accur'm_we didnotusea laserradarductoitsrclativclyhighcost($100K+),powcr_
weightn_quin_mems.

Triangulationtedmiqucsusetheknown srJafivepositionbetweentwoscnsot_orasensorandafight
source,toinferthedistancetoapointon thedrum duuugh trigmmn_try.Two typesoftriangulation
techniquesme passivesum_ visionand_ fightInstereovision,twocamerassimulmncm_y
generate a pair of images _ the sce_,, from which feanne points are _ inde_ndendy and ma_Ixxi
betm:en the images. _em the known relative _ons of the cangr_ the 3D locations corresponding to the
matd pointscanbe Suneovisionis verygene andistheprincipaJmethodbywhichhmnan
beings _ depth. However, for a dense set of feature poims m be exwacted from the images, the

being imaged should be visually textmed (¢.g, markings,din, conmion, ©to).This _ would
not necessary be true of smock, clean dnuns, h is _le to illuminate the _ of interest with a

synti_c texune patten, which ensmes that sufficient feature points are available to be matched
(SchcwcandForstncr[1986]). A mote si_ disadvantage of stereo vision is the computational
difficulty of tefiably matching feature points.

Stnguaed light is a triangulation technique in which a light source such as a laser is used to project a
known pattern (suchasa point, line, _ grid) onto li_ scene.A sensor is rigidly mounted a known distance
away fi'om the fight umrce such that it images the projected pattern. Again, triangulation can be used to
determine the range to points on the wojected panem. A mechanical scanning system is required to build up a
complete range image. Strucuned light systems have long been used in the machine vision field, primarily for
industrial inspection appfications (Shirai and Suwa [1971]). C3axently, there are numerous commercial
systems available; e.g., from Technical Arts Crop, Robot Vision Systems Inc, and _on. The
advantages of strucumut light systems are low cost and accuracy. Disadvantages include: the time required to

r scan the scene, and limited depth offield.

OJ,eryiew of Our Design
We elected to use strucuned fight as the range sensing technique for our task of drum surface

inspection. This selection was driven by our need for a low cost, accurate system. The disadvantages of slow
scanning time and limited depth of field were not IXaceived as su..'_cicndymajor to eliminate this technique
from consideration. We developed our own swucum_ light system consisting of a laser line pt'ojector, two
CC_ cameras, and a image pmcesmg workstafio_ Tbe laser and cameras are mmmted on a pan-dlt
mechanism to allow scanning of the entire scene (see Figme 14). This design was motivated by the fact that
all the equipment, with the exception of the laser line projector, was already available. (The laser line
projector, a Lasiris Inc. model SNF-512, was a nominal $800 additional.) Also, in an operational system,
image processors and frame grabbers will likely be present anyway, to perform rust and _on inspection.

t

_nm.m: Pulnix TM-7EX

I.mor s Light

(. -| _ _

imageProcessingWorkstation:

ICS-400 Pan/l'_ Unit
ttt

Figgre 14 - $wmctnrcd ligkt laser /magimg sysfem.

The 20 mW solid sta_ laser is Class IWo by itself (medium power, danger). However. we enclosed it
in a box so that the intensity of the light stripe as it exits the box is less than 1 mW over a standard 7 mm
apertme. This brings the classif'w,ation down to Class II (low power, caution). The wavelength of the laser is
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680 nm. We p_aced long pass filters on the came_s with a cutoff wavelength of 670 nm, to eliminate most of
thebackgnxmdlight

The use of two CCD cameras provides a measure of redundancy, since a single CCD cameracanbe
used for triangulation. However, two cameras also improves reliability, acc_, and coverage of the
system. Reliability is improved since we can nequire both cameras to agree on the same 3D result in order to
output that point. This eliminates occasional falsq,remms due to multiple reflections off spe_dar surfaces.
Accuracy is improved because the range _ frbm the two cameras are averaged. Coverage of the system,
meaning the amount of the scene from which we get actual range data, is improved because fl_e_ _ fewer
"'shadowed" areas with two cameras than with one,.

Figme 15 shows a range image of a "swath" through three drums standing adjacent to e_ch other. The
brightness values of the image represent distance. Here, we have subtracted the actual range values from a
ccm.qant in order to give a more natural appem-ance. The blackest values in the image represent "'dropout"
points; i.e., points from which no distance was meastned. Figure 16 shows the equivalent range image drawn
as a surface plot. A rib of the middle drum is clearly visible in the s,n'face plot. Also visible is a dent above
the rib.

Calibration Procedures.
The p_ of the range imaging system is to generate an accurate range image with respect to the

vehicle. In order to do this, we must calibrate the imaging system with z_specy )o the vehicle. There are 4
steps involved in doing this:

1) Calibration of each camera with _ to the laser. This allows each cameratodeterminethe
3D positions of points with respect toa coordinate system attached to the laser.

2) Calibration of the laser with respect to the pan and tilt axes. This allows 3D points which have
been located with respect to the laser system, to be determined with respect to the scan
platform.

3) C.ali[wafion of the zero point and the scale of the pan and tilt axes. This allows 3D points which
have been located with _ to the movable scan platform to be determined with respect to a
fixed coordinate system coincident with the scan platform. In our system, the zero point is
determined manually by aligning the scan head so that its axes appear parallel to the vehicle's
axes. The scale is determined by,knowledge of the gear ratios and encoder counts per
revolution.

4) Calibration of the fixed scan platform _ate system with respect to the vehicle cooniinate
system. In our system, this is de_rmined by manual measurement.

We have developed automatic pn3cedures for performing calibration steps 1 and 2 above. Step 1 is
performed by a procedure in which a ruled s,.n-faceis moved through a series of positions in front of the laser
system. At each position, stripe points are exwacted from the image, and the corresponding range (Z value) of
each of those points is recorded. The vertical (3(value) locations of the points are also recorded. By
_fion, the laser stripe lies in the Y-Z plane of the laser coordinate system, so the X values of all imaged
points ate identically zero. From _ series of measurements, a complete lookup table can be interpolated.
The resulting lookup table is in the form of two images, one for Z and one for Y. In operation, whenever a
stripe point is exwacted from an image, the 3D position of the point can be directly lead from the lookup table
images.

Step 2 of the calibration procedune determines the location and orientation of the pan and tilt axes with
to the laser. This step makes use of a technique called "inverse perspective," which is the technique by

which a single perspective view of a known object is used to recover the location and orientation of that object.
Numerous inverse _ve techniques have been developed in the fields of photogranmzetry and computer
vision (see for example, Ftschlcr and Bollcs [1981] and Haralick, et a/[1989]). The first step is to calibrate
the internal tmrmneters of the cameras (i.e., focal length, lens distortion, and horizontal scale factor). We use
the technique of Tsai [1987], with optical largets designed for rapid and accurate feature location (Sklair, et al
[1990], Sklair, et al [1991]). Inverse perspective algorithms take as input the camera parameters, a geometric
target model, and a set of image fea.nnc locations with correspondences to the target model. The output of the
algorithms is the six degee of freedom position and orientation (pose) of the object with respect to the camera.

To calibrale our cameras with respect to the 1_a_.er,we create a virtual target model using the Y-Z lookup
t_ies. From these lookup tables, we can extract a set of (X,Y,Z) points as well as their (x,y) image locations.
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An inverse perspective algorithm determines the pose of the laser with respect to each camera. The next step is
to determine the pose of each camera with respect to the other camera. This is aone by simultaneously
observing with both cameras the same calibration target, computing the pose of the target to each camera, and
then the pose of the cameras with respect to each other.

We then determine the location and orientation of the pan and fllt axes with respect to the cameras.
This is done by observing a target at one position, determining its pose with respect to the cameras, moving
the pan (or tilt), and observing the target again from the new position. From the two computed poses to the
same target, we can estimate how the cameras moved from one position to the next. In this manner, the pan
and tilt axes are found with respect to the cameras.

Algorithm description: locating drums
During operation, when we go to inspect a drum, we must first determine its location. There are two

reasons for this: (I) we don't know precisely where it is, and (2) we need to detemline if the drum is tipped
(which could indicate bulging of the ends). Our first step is therefore to take a range image in the direction of
the expected location of the drmn and locate the drum in the image.

There are many algorithms in the fiterature for processing range images and recognizing objects (for a
survey, see Besl and Jain [1985]). Many of these involve extracting surface patches fronl the range data and
matching them to object features. However, our application of finding drums is much simpler because the
drums have such a simple geometric model. For the purpose of finding the drums, it is sufficient to treat them
as cylinders of a constant known diameter (ribs, dents, and rims show up as small geometric deviations from
the model). We have developed a simple algorithm based on the above model, which is described as follows.

The first step is to estimate the surface normal at each point in the range image. This is done by fitting
a plane to the local neighborhood at the point. We then take pairs of points at random from the image. For
each pair, we compute the direction of the cross product of their surface normals. If the two points lie on the
drum, the cross product vector should point along the axis of the drum. If the two points are not both on the
drum, the cross _roduct will point in some other (random) direction. The largest cluster of cross product
vector directions gives the direction of the drum axis.

The next step is to determine the location of the drum axis. From the previous step, we know which
points in the range image are likely to lie on the drum. Since we know the radius of the drum, we know that
the drum axis lies inwards along the surface normal at a distance equal to the radius. Therefore, for each point
hypothesized to lie on the drum surface, we project a ray inwards along the surface normal to a distance equal
to the drum radius. We then project a fine along the drum axis downwards until it intersects the floor. By
clustering these intersection points, we c_ find the intersection point of the drum axis with the floor.

This procedure is tolerant of some occlusion of the drum surface, the presence of background objects,
and the presence of dents and ribs. The stares at the time of this writing is that we have a working standalone
prototype that we have tested on synthetic range data. We are working towards testing it on real range data
and getting it integrated into the rest of the system.

Algorithm description: locating dents
Once a range image has been taken and the drum located within the image, we must next find dents.

Here, dents are def'med to be deviations from the nominal drum surface of over 0.5" vertical depth and having
a lateral area of 7.8 square inches (50 sq. cm.). Our approach for this algorithm is to take the known location
and size of the drum and determine which points in the image lie within the specified depth tolerance of the
ideal drum surface. Those points that do not lie within the specified depth tolerance are possible dent points.
We will exclude ribs because they will lie at a radius greater than the known drum radius. Points which lie at a
radius less than the nominal drum radius will be clustered into regions. Those regions larger than the specified
surface area are flagged as dent regions.

5.1.6.2. Vision
Visual anomalies (rust, streaks and corrosion) on storage drums are detected with a color camera and

image analysis software. The subsystem configuration is shown in Figure 17. The color video camera head
is a/VC TK-870U using a single CCD element. A 16 mm lens is being used, based on comparing various
lenses for the drum inspection requirements. Two or three images per drum will be needed for medium
resolution inspection 0ocate pea-sized rust spots). The camera is located at the center of the vehicle scan
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Figmre 17 - Viflom Subsystem Comflguratiom

platform. Adjacent to the camera arc two compact20W video (halogen) lampswhich areturnedon only
duringimage acquisition. The lamps helpilluminaterust and sucaks undervariablelighting conditions. For
inspection,the camera is nominally positioned at about90cm from file drum,using location informationfrom
the world model and thelaserranging subsystem. A single video cable carriesthe composite color signal from
the vehicle to the Unix worksmuon. Video signals aredecoded into Red,Greenand Blue images priorto
digitizationon the Androx f_megrabber. Vision softwareruns undercontrolof the system executive, and as
soon as the current image is digitized, the scanplatform andvehicle arereleasedto performother tasks while
the image is processed off-line. We preparedsamplesof rust,rust streaks and corrodedpaint on black and
white drums for developing and testing the vision software.

Image analysisalgorithms aredeveloped on a Unix workstation using the Khoros image processing
package with patternrecognitiontools from ourneuralnetworkIR&D. Optimizedversionsof the image
processing software will rundirectly on the framegrabberboardinstead of on a workstation. Figure 18
illuswates the imageanalysis process. A smoothingfilter is firstapplied to the inputRGB image to eliminate
noise and reduce sharpedges 0gGB color edges arenot well defined, and arenot used here). Priorto feature
extraction the RGB tristimulusresponse images areorthogonalized(decorrelated)by transforminginto the
Ohm color space, which is a fast approximationto the Karhunen-Loeveeigenvector transform[Ohm]. The
new image bands are "intensity"= (r + g + b)/3, "red- blue difference" = • - b, and "excess green" = (2g - r-
b)/2. Figure 19 illustrates input RGB andIransfonnedimage bands for a blackdrum(a rustpatchappearsin
the lower left-handcomer).

A model-based vision approachis used, wherein the drumcolor is firstdetermined (by inspection or
from world model), and then separatemodules (with color-dependent parameters)identify rust, streaksand
ccarosion. Even though rust spots on different drumsappearsimilar to humanvision, color computervision
must proceed with RGB images as the startingpoint. For example, a small rustspot in the red image froma
white drmn has mean intensity of 45 and standarddeviation of 4.8, while a similar rust spot in the red image
from a black drumhas mean of 92 and standarddeviation of 8.5. Since both rust spots were producedin the
same way, the spectraldifference is due to differentcontrastfrom the surroundingpaint. Drum color is
determinedby a maximumlikelihood thresholddetector [Pratt]on cente_ subimages. Based on the selected
color model, adaptiveand multisp_tral histogramthresholdingis performedto develop binaryimage masks.

Streakdetection is performedseparatelyfromrust andcorrosiondetection. Even though spectral
informationis importantfor finding streaks, thedominant featureis shape (narrow,tapered vertical streaksof
variableintensity). The thresholdingprocess producesa binaryimage thatincludes any potentialstreak
s_, and morphological shape filters [Haralick]are iterativelyapplied to identify extended streakscaused
by rustor leaks. Sueak detection results (a segn.,.-h:edimage) are sent to the analysis module for reporting.

Features corresponding to rust and corrosionare extracted from the transformed input images.
Microfe,auaes include statistics (mean and standarddeviation) and texture (entropyand homogeneity) on small
windows (5x5). Macrofeatures include variance and Singular Value Decomposition eigenvalues [Pratt] on
largerwindows (15x15) from the texturedimages. Feature values are combined into a feature vector (1 vector
per pixel). Each pixel is then labeled according to its class membership (rust,corrosion, labels, paint) using a
su_ clustering algorithm, with color specific parameters (distance measures). It is relatively easy to
hand-tuneparameters at the computer console to detect rustor corrosion in a particular image. It is more
difficult to determineparameter ranges for robust, autonomous inspection outside of the lab. Hence,
supervised clustering methods for patternrecognition (e.g., bmeans [Coleman] or Learning Vector
Quantization[Visa]) can be used in the generalcase. Featme values from theOhm color space were used
_y to discriminaterust in Phase I tests. The result of feanne extractionand classification is a segmented
image with regions of interest labeled. The analysis module quantifies detected anomalies (rust,corrosion,
missing paint, and streaks) for reporting.
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£
Figure 19 - Transforming RGB to Oh_a Color Space.

A sample 3-band input image is shown on the left [ a) Red, b) Green and c) Blue] with
the transformed image on the right [ d) Intensity, e) Blue - Red and/) Excess Green].
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5.1.6.3 Bar Code Sc_ner
Bar code labels are used to identify and track waste storage drums. For autonomous label manning the

Phase I IMSS ve,'-,icleemploys a Symbol Teclmologies Laserscan 6120 visible laser diode scanner. This laser
operates at 680rim with 1.0mW max power and is a Class IIa laser (no special precautions needed, other than
to avoid staring into the light beam). Power is supplied by the vehicle, and an RS-232 cable connects the
scanner to a Unix workstation for computer control The scanner is physically located on an extension boom
attached to the side of the vehicle pan-tilt platform. The demonstration uses bar code labels similar to the
supplied samples (1" tall vertical bars, medium density, Code 3 of 9 symbols, with 10 alpha-numeric
characters). The Phase II scanner will be able to read smaller labels at larger distances.

For nominal weekly in_ns the bar code label location on the drum is known from the world
model For new drums or anomalous situations the label can be located using shape analysis of thresholded
images from the color camera. The vehicle is commanded to move the scanner into location for reading the
label (by moving the pan-tilt platform or repositioning the vehicle if necessary). Preliminary testing shows the
scanner consistently reads labels from 30cm distance and +25 degrees in any direction. A "Laser-On"
command from the computer turns on the scanner and an ASCII string is returned on a str.cessful read. The
laser automatically turns off after a successful read, or after 1 second, whichever comes first. The laser can be
in motion while scanning. The bar code software module is controlled by the system executive.

5.1.7. Executive

5.1.7.1. _e of the Mission Executive
The purpose of the Mission Executive is to direct the integrated action of the various functions of the

vehicle to achieve an efficient and complete inspection of the site (Figme 20). The functions controlled by this
module include the mobility and scan platforms, some parameter setting on the vehicle, the struc.re,red fight 3D
vision module, the color vision module, the visual landmark navigation module, and the bar code reader. The
details of how the functions are performed are left to each of the individual sensor or motor modules (e.g. a
"rustinsw._on" command may be issued by the mission executive to the color vision module, but the details
of how that is performed are left to that module). Since some of these modules can change the state of the
vehicle (e.g. scan platform location, hardware configuration), the mission executive also receives or requests
relevant information per'rainingto these state changes in order to coordinate the remaining action effectively.

Efficient inspection is achieved in two ways. First, inspection sequences which minimize changes in vehicle
state and position will be efficient relative to those that don't. Second, maximizing concurrency of task
performance will tend to minimize in.on time.

5.1.7.2. Functions of the Mission Execufiy_
The functions entailed in this module include initial plan generation, plan dispatching and monitoring, and real
time plan adjustments.

5.1.7.2.A) Initial Plan Generation. This function generates a plan of action consisting of integrated
mobility and scan platt;'_rm motions, and various sensing operationsl The plan is based on the site
information provided in the world model, and the costs and constraints associated with each potential action.
_ons research and heuristic algorithms can use this information to generate a complete and efficient plan
for the site in.on.

Because this module has a complete model of a relatively stable environment with fixed task requirements, a
high degree of efficiency can be achieved using global optimization strategies, rather than following local or
reactive planning techniques. The global perspective also provides assurance that a complete inspection will

1 Sensors that are e._d m _fly monitor conditions, wilh invariant dentands on vehicle resources and no effect on vehicle
action (e.g. gas miffers and radiation monitors)) need not be interfaced w the executive. The cont._ sensors (soft bumpers),
which are passive monitors do, however, affect vehicle mmiem. The effects of this system must be monitmed and used to adjust
the actions of the vehicle in real time. However, the executive does not control these sensocs.
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be performed. Minor perturbations in the actual environment can be accommodated by following local plan
repair strategies, as discussed below, without significant impact on the overall efficiency of the plan.
S_a_egies in initial plan generation can beusedboth to minimize state changes and to maximize concurrent
performance of oper_ons, thus maximizing the efF_ency of the performed inspection sequence.

_mimizin_ st:he chan_es.

Any state change that t_w,s time or energy should be min/mized. Of course, some state changes have a larger
impact on time than others. Vehicle and scan platform motion are the largest sources of time constnnption and
energy usage for state changes. The least impact on time is turning the lamp on and off (some sensors
perform better with the lamp on, others with it off). 2 An intermediate source of time and energy usage is the
use of a single processing board by two separate sensor systems. To share this board, these systems must be
attached and detached, which involves some synchronization which can take a second or two. It is the
xesponsibility of the Plan Ge_ to create a plan which minimizes these state changes.

Stale changes are minimized by usingthefollowing heuristics:
- direct a single vehicle motion that canpositionthe vehicle to performmultiple sensorreadings
- minimize pan & flit moves by sequencing sensor acquisition commands where sensor operation N

ends its operation in a scan position close to the second sensor operation N+l's required position.
- group a_ons that require the same state (e.g. lamp on, or processor board attachment)

Maximizin_ concuncnt [ask_necformar_,
Interruptiods in inspection sequences can be minimized by predicting likely potential overlaps and grouping
actions that could potentially overlap together. The groupings tlmt save the most time are those that allow data
processing operations for one sensor module to occur while other vehicle and scan motions, or other sensor
data collection are ocaaring. For example, the final stages of data processing, after data collection, for the
laser 3D imaging can take about 21 seconds. If two laser 3D imaging tasks are commanded back to back, the
inspection will be halted for 21 seconds while the processing for the first task is completed, before the laser
imaging system will take another command. However this processing can take place when the vehicle is in
motion, or other sensors are collecting and processing their data, so a 21 second time savings per drum can be

ff actionsareproperly ordered.

A simple algorithm was used in phase 1 to generate efficient plans. Each drum was inspected from one
vehicle position, which minimized required vehicle and scan platform motion. For each vehicle position one
stack of drums to the left and one stack of drums to the fight was inspectable. From a given position, each
drum was completely inspected before the next one was begun, minimizing movements of the scan platform.
The order of drums inspected, left to fight and top to bottom, was determined by the previous position of the
scan platform, to minimize motion of the platform. E.g. if in the last drum inspected from position 2 was the
lop left drmn, and the scan platform completed the last sensor operation pointing to the top of the drum, then
from position 3 the drum inspection sequence would be 1) top left (starting from top), 2) bottom left (from
top), "_ bottom fight ...
The order of sensor operations for an individual barrel was determined by sensor mast orientation and
potential processing overlap with other actions. Landmark acquisition orderswere determined by a
combination of the sensor platform position from the previous operation, the desired position for the
subsequent operation, and the potential of overlapping landmark processing for an individual landmark with
the acquisition of position for the next landmark. This algorithm was implemented manually. For phase 2 a
more flexible algorithm, which can generate optimal plans for diverse operational scenarios, will be devised
and implemented.

5.1.7.2.B) Plan Dispatching & Monitoring. Employing the plan constructed by the previous module,
commands are issued to each function at the appropriate time, and the progress of each function is monitored

2 Effects on energy usage for the current lamp have not been deletminecL but will be factme,d into efficiency in phase Z
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to maintain a coordinated inspection sequence. The most efficient _on of the vehicle will entail
conczm_nt perfczmance of compatible operations. However, many of the functions are either directly or
in_ incompatible, so the coordination function in this module can be fairly complex.

Concurrency without chaos. By overlapping actions whexe possible, significant time savings can be
achieved in-the inspection sequence. The most profitable of these are overl.ap.pingvehicle.and scan platform
motion, overlapping image processing with any other vehicle or sensor acuvzty, and anuctpatory state
changes, particularly changing the attachment of the processing board that was used by two of the sensor
systems. However, not all actions can occur concurrently, and ordering of actions - both concurrent and
sequential - must be carefully controlled. The plan provide by the Plan Monitor sets up an ordering that
allows the dispatcher to take advantage of the most profitable conctm_ncies. The dispatcher uses that plan to
genexatecoordinaxedactionsequencesthatachievecomplete,efficient inspections.

This is achieved throughtheuseof orderedcommandqueues,monitoring of thestateof the vehicleand the
progressof eachof thecommandedmodules,andcheckingof the requiredstatesfor eachof the pending
commands.

There are three main command queues - Pending, In Progress, and Complete. The Pending command queue
contains an ozdered list of the next n operations 3 on the plan command fist4 that have not yet been initiated.
The In Progress queue contains a list of all cornma.,_ currently being executed and their status. The
Con_plete queue contains a list of all commands that have been fully executed and their final disposition,
ordered by completion time.

Two types of state variables were tracked during execution for each of the vehicle and sensor components.
One set tracked the actual state of the component (e.g. LAMP might be set to ON or OFF), and the other set
tracked which component had the right to change slate of a given con_ponent/module (e.g. the
SATURN_ANDROX_BOARD control might be set to FREECONTROL or STEREO_CONTROL or
LANDMARK_CONTROL).

To coordinate concurrent operations, the following procedure was followed:

For each of the modules (sensor and vehicle) a communications channel was established to allow
commanding and stares tracking. To initiate inspection, the pending queue was filled from the plan generated
by the Plan Generator.

Until all commands have been executed:

1) Poll C.ommunications: Until communications queues are empty:
a) Poll sensor and vehicle communications ports to check for incoming

messages.
b) Interlm:t incoming message
c) Change state and control variables according to message received
d) Update In Progress and Completed queues as appropriate.

2) Update Pending queue: Until a command in Pending queue can be executed or end of Pending queue is
reached, for each item:

a) Ct_k to see ff states requix_ for command at_ true

3On most te,struns, thePending queuehadalenglh of S.

4 Ax:tu_y, the _ would also pvsh into the lisz any required Im_UrSor command for a giv_ _. _. for _
the rust detection sensor operations required a lamp to be on before dala collection. A LAMP_ON command was pu,q_ onto li'.-

pendinglistbeforethecolorcommand.
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b) Claim control for any variable thatis necessary for thiscommand
c) Ifall states aretree and all _ control is achieved,

i) execu_ commami
ii) set new states as required
iii) move command fromPending to In Progressqueue

3) Fill Pending queue.

By _y monitoringthe currentstateandcontrol of each variable,a determinationcan be madeof what
commandsmay and may not be concurrendyexecuted. By settingcontrolvariablesfor each of the modules,
orderingof commands is achievedwhen necessary, since any conflicting requirementsareresolved in favor of
theearliestitem on the Pendingqueue.

5.1.7.2.C) Real Tune Plan Adjusunent - Reactive Replanningand Plan Refin enL Although u'ue
excursionsfrom the e_ environmentshould occuronly veryrarelyat the_ sites, when these anomalies
do arise,the system must be fully competentto handle these anomaliesand tm3ceedwith the inspection
Im3cess.The replanningfunctions alteror refine the plan as the inspection sequence progresses to adjustto
hUrl-timeinputsduringthe inspection procedure. Such inputsinclude anomalies such as discrepancies
between actual andexpected observations(e.g. drums out of place, missing barcodes), and the detectionof a
faultydrum. These functions rely primarilyon local repair heuristics,since most of theeffects of excursions
fromtheexpected environmentare local in nanny, anddo not significantlyinteractwith the overallplan. For
instance, if a barrelis found sLightlyoutof place, thereare local effects on what should occurin the inspection
sequence at thatlocation, but the restof the in_n sequence is still valid. In this case, a new short
sequence of motion, sensing and recordingactions can be introduced,to find the exact location of the drum,
inspectthedrumin this newly foundlocation, and to create a flag to report the anomalous position to the
worldmodel. The system will then returnto following the initial plan as specified. A numberof different
hemisdc repairstrategies arerequin_ to handlethe diverse typesof contingencies that may be encounteredor
plan refinements that may be required.Under some sensor failureconditions, the vehicle simply continuesthe
inspection sequence. Under many conditions, however, new actions must be planned andperformed.

Includedin these replanningfunctionsareproceduresto returnthe vehicle to a safe andrecoverable
state/locationin the case of serious vehicle or environment problems. These will consist of generation of a
new, simple plan to returnhome given knowledge of currentlocation and home, and also a strategythat
allows the vehicle to searchfor home using local decision-makingstrategiesthatguaranteeanefficient
exhaustivesearchof the physical site. A subset of these repairandrefinement strategiesare implementedin
the currentphase. They were not tested due to limitationsof the currentsoft bumperhardware.5 A study of
strategiesthatreturnthe vehicle to safe in catastrophicsituationswas initiatedin phase one. Design and
implementationwill be completed in phasetwo.

5 The only algorithms implemented involved renavigation o,I blocking conditions. Because the ul_c sensorsdid not
providecomplete coverage for collision avoidance, and caused the vehicle to navigate peculiarly in tight situations,it was not
possible to do any real testing of obstacle avoidancebehavior.
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Plan Plan Dispatcher ReacUve
Generator and Monitor Replanner

Mobility Scan Laser Vision I Bar Code
Platform Platform Ranging I Reader

Rgure20- Inc_facesto theMissionExecutive.

The mission executive consists of three modules: Plan Generator, Plan Dispatcher and Monitor, and Reactive
Replanner. The Plan Generator cremes a plan before the inspection is begum This plan is handed off to the
Dispatcher. The Dispatcher issues commands to the sensory and motor modules, and receives feedback from
them regarding theirprogress. The Replanner is called when certain anomalies occur, and provides a plan
repair to befollowed by the Dispatcher. All sensor modules except the Bar Code Reader access the World
Model for information regarding the site and drum characteri,cdcj.

5.1.8. Operator Interface
The IMS operatorinterfaceallows the storagefacility operatortodivot andreview the in.on

process. The p.haseone operatorinterfaceincludes both operationalanddevelopmental capabilities. The
developmentalcapabilities aredescribedin the secdon on vehicle control,and operationalcapabilitiesare
McnM in the section on task assignmenL The thirdsection describes the databasefor facility information
and inspection_g.

5.1.8.1. Vehicle (3_)cradoq
Tic vehicle control inc-ffacc is basedon a graphical touch screen in_rfac¢. This graphicalinterface

was lXCviouslydeveloped underinternalfundingfor robodc conl]'olapplications[Morgcnthallcr]. The
following sections describe the individualscreens supportingthe vehicle and sensorcontrol functions.
Commandbuttonswhich allow the operatorto switch between menu screens appearon every screenand are
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degafl_ in Table VI. The button associated with the current screen is highlighted in color (violet) to identify
the active screen. These buttons do not activate functions, they merely switch menu screens.

Table I11 - Memm Screem Selectiom Buttom$

Button Function ActionOe_
Mission executive menu saeen Switchto the _ F._cur_ menu screen.
Fsa'_ layoutmenuscnMm SwitchtotheF,t_J_ tAvotrrmenuscnMm.
I_m_rmtmlmrat_ nmnu_nmn $mgh tottmnout'a_£-OPE_ nmnusc,mn.
Vehic:b¢xmtmlmenu_een Swil_to1tinVEHtCIE_mltOLmenuSCnMm.
Scan plmform controlmenu semen Swilchto the sc__ menuscreen.
$¢msormcmuscram Swlc_ Io the SENSCmmcmuscmcm.
Data disl_W menu semen Switch1_oltle DATAOISPILAYI1_11USCfeeCLi

Vehicle Control Screen--This screen pmvkles the user control of the vehicle mobility. A print of this
screen is included in Appendix B. Command buttons for this menu screen are described in Table VII.

Scan Platform Control Screew--This screen provides the user control of the scan platform. A print of
this screen is included in A_ B. Command buttons for this menu screen are described in Table VIU.

Data Display Screen--This screen provides the user real-time data (fLsplays.

Sensor Operation Screen--Tiffs screen provides the user control of the mission sensors.

5.1.8.2. Ta_k Assignment
The task assignment interface uses the same graphical touch screen format as the vehicle control

interface. The task assignment functions allow the user m operate the mission executive, and plan and monitor
using the facility map.

Mission Executive Screen--This screen provides the user control of the mission sensors and is used to
initiate an inspection mission. It also provides windows that give a"history script" of an inspection mission
and an abbreviated list of defects that were

Facility Layout Screen_Tlfis screen provides the user map-based mission planning and monitoring.
A print of this screen is included in Appendix B. This screen is a scaled display, as viewed from overhead,
of the facility data as loaded from the facility model (described in the Database section). Drums are displayed
as circular buttons which the user can select for inspection. When a drum is reported as defective, the
corresponding drum button on this screen is highlighted in red to flag the operator. Other geometric
information is also displayed m scale: Facility boundaries, aisles, obstacles, and landmarks. Each category of
object is presented in a different color and tagged with an index number for discrimination. The vehicle
position data display is used with this screen to display the vehicle position trail. The current vehicle position
and scan platform direction is also shown ff the vehicle is in communication with the operator interface.
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Table VII . Vel_le Comtrol $creem B_tons ii i

_ rn_m _ _ _ Sms mo ac_m f_Oto uovE. changing tho _ of thovel_b _
__mcauseex_c_me_move. Seesmevurlynao
on _ose _, _ wUhcomnmnds _ _. Resets the
ckWaulcokxonal_ac_on_

Enal_ sSk_ctGM_t_ aC_On Sms tho_ _ tO_T, _ _ _ c4thov_ic_ _
acti_nl_rme_m c_mo s_N_n d tholocati_for_J_/mo.C_kmmtho_

onthosebuUons.
LocationVl...V12 aclions This appEosto d twelve vehicle k)calxm action buttons. They check tlm sta_e

of tho actionflag:
(a) HUOV£,m an_ trajocto_commandto thesotof Cart_
valuosspoc_iodbythisIocalion.Inthismode,8his_ isvoriSod;
(b) HBorr,_ tho locatk_dataintothooditaroaandflagsthis50cationto
receivoeclil04xJalos.Alsoupda_ theclefaullIocal_ txmon'sookxto
indicalosoloctionandrosotslho othors.

Movo,o curranteditIo(_tion IssuesanM:er_u_,toCartosian_ commandto _ spe¢iiedsot
Cartos_anvaluosin _ editaroafor_ solectedkx:ation.Thisbuttonis
vorilied.

Set locationto currentCartesianposo IF_quests Canosian positionclalafromtho data receiver. Sets _ edil
location'sCartesianvaluestotho_ valuesreturnedbytho_.

Assignnamoto location PtmnlXsIhe usorwilha Ioxlentrytoollot a nameofthiskx:alion.Thename
canbeoneor lwolines(d uptotencharaclorseach,wilhembedd_ spacos
alk:mmd.Tho_ _ are allowed(A-Z,a-z,O-9_)aco). I twolines
areomorod,moyaroNpamod ontho_ rm bya pork_ (.). Examples:
"Homoloc; "Homo.Localion;Thonamo isusedontho locationactionbutaon,

" amclisssvocladm_wi_ thorostof tho IocaXioncla_
EnlorX dspla=wnent PtOml_ Iho usorwilh1he_ or_ lnolfora nowvalue. Thourdlsused

wo sotwi_ lho Cartesiand_lacemonl unitbunor_Thovalueomoroclis
displayedonthobutlonandcopiodintothomloctodlocation'sdataarea.
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5.1.8.3. Rem_ine Data Base

The IMSS-datab_e consists of two major data sets: the facility model, and the repcming database.
The facility model contains information about the fixed components of the facility, things which are not
e_ to change. Examp!es of facility model data include drum locations, aisle endpoints, obstacle
locations and sizes, landmark locations, and basic drum geometry. Figure 21 shows the drum coordinate
frame definitions. This data is used for mission planning and execution monitoring. The facility model is
accessed by all other processes other than the vehicle controner. It is only updated under control of the

interface to maintain integrity.
The repm_g database contains information resulting from the in.on process. Examples of

reporting database data include missing drums, rust patches, and dents. Such defects are indexed by the drum
from the facility model on which they were identified. The reporting database is u!xlated by sensor prcx:esses
and the mission executive. Data is _ out to the mission executive and the opcraor inteffaoe.
The database was implemenmd as a server process on a Unix workstation. Tables of commands and data
_s for the IMSS database are located in Appendix A. The code is standard C and can be r_clily ported
to another platform. The network interface was implemented with the project-standard TCP/IP library.

!i_i i_i_iiii!!iiii!ii.._o, 0_-0
iiii iii!!i!iiiiii:iii
!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiili

Figure 21 . Drum Model Definitions
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5.1.9. Safety System
Vehicle and scan platform morion may be aborted either via software command or kill switch actuation.

The two abort modes differ significantly.

5.1.9.1. Software _borts
When the wheel or scan platform control task receives a software abort, any current modon is

immediacly terminal_l and the task command queue is cleared. However, both tasks remain active and
subsequent commands will be executed upon recepfiorLThis abort mode does not affect the hardware other
than terminating motion.

5.1.9.2, Manual Aborts
A manual abort is initiated by the actuation of a tether mounted kill switch. Actuation of this switch

disables the wheel, pan, and tilt motor amplifiers and is announced m the software by a digital discrete. When
manual _ is detected by the software, all wheel and scan platform control commands are rejected pending

the receipt of a _ enabling command. The enabling command will be rejected while the kill switch is
active. This command can only be initiated by the system operator interface, therefore a manual input is

to re-enable the vehicle following a manual abort.

5.1.9.3. Power Uo State
The vehicle will be in manual abort mode at power up. Both a software controlled digital discrete and

deactivation of the kill switch are required to initially enable the vehicle. Software control of the manual abort
signal is not used at any time other than power up. A manual abort will be issued by kill switch activation
regaxdless of the state of the software controlled disc_te.
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5.2. Test Facility
5.2.1. Waste Storage Facility (WSF) Mockup

The test facility was configur_ inside a truckwelL The enclosed area is approximately 5.5m x 9.5m
and is 5m high. This area was chosen because it had characteristics similar to many of the current DOE
storage facilities. The floor was concrete with some seams and some patches. The lighting consists of six
incandescent bulbs providing a somewhat dim environment. _ DOE storage facilities range _ relatively
bright halogen systems to fluorescent systems to incandescent. Our test facility was in the lower end of the
brightness scale providing a worst case environment for development.

The test setup is diagrammed in Figure 22. It is composed of _ rows of drums with two aisles, a
back aisle and a staging ar_a. The outer rows of drums along the walls of the truckwell were stacked two
high. These were secm_ to the wall for safety. The center row was one stack high. This was because the
truckwell was active during the testing phase and trucks and equipment had to move through the area. Thus
the center row of barrels were fi_uently moved into and out of position. Some known obstacles were present
in the test area including a column and some liquid nitrogen tanks.

Commlink Door

i i

| ' I'

1 2 3 4 5 foot
"_" L " '

] _ 1 2 metore

o
,q

O00(OZ)() l

Figure 22 - Diagram o.f Test Facility

$. 2.2. Experiment Preparation
The barrels that were installed in the test facility were new waste drums that had not been used before.

This was to satisfy environmental and safety _,_quirements. Note however that "new" does not necessarily
mean pristine, it means not yet used for waste storage. Many of the drums had evidently been in open storage
for some time. A total of 38 drums were located in the facility including 55 gallon and 87 gallon sizes. Colors
included black, yellow, white, and silver (stainless steel). Barrel quality ranged from freshly painted to
having a somewhat heavy spread of lightly rusted nicks and scratches. Many drums had mud and dirt on the
outer surface.
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A range of labels were added to the dnm_s to make them more realistic. Labels included some
stenciled numbers and letters, various official DOE labels including hazardous waste labels, and local
annotations like orange tape with handwritten numbers such as used by Rocky Flats to update radiation levels
as measured weekly.

A range of defects were added to a subset of the drums. Added defects included rust, rust streaks,
corrosion, and dents. Rust was added by filing c_ scratching various sized areas on cer_n barrels. These
bare metal patches were th,m repeatedly sprayed with salt water over the course of several weeks. Rust patch

varied from large 30cm 2 patches to pea sized areas. Rust streaks were created on some drums by
applying larger and more frequent amounts of salt water. C.ogmsion was simulated by applying paint remover
in various locations while varying the concentration and duration of application. Dents were added to several
barrels with methods ranging from using a hammer to using a very large rock. Dent depths ranged from lcm
to 8cm.

All drums were marked with a barcode. We conformed to current DOE specifications obtained form
some sample barcodes. The barcodes were 2cm x 5cm and followed code 39 specifications. The labels were
oriented with the bars in the vertical direction ("picket fence"). We implemented our own numbering scheme
which was tied into our site database and reporting database (cf. §5.1.8.3 and §5.4.7.3). Each barcode was
located in the upper third of the drum and was oriented to approximately face outward.

$.2.3. Operational Scenario
Physically, the vehicle operated in a tethered mode, mainly for ease of development. The vision

processing, navigation and reporting processes were all run offboard on separate engineering workstations
(cf. §5.3.1.). This allowed parallel development and more powerful development tools without continuously
downloading code to the vehicle. The migration of computing to the vehicle will occur during the next phase
when the software requirements have firmed up and are changing less. Also, this allowed us to begin
integrated testing earlier and with less schedule risk. The tether also contained a power line although this was
not strictly necessary since there were on board batteries.

Operationally_ the scenario was setup to emulate a reasonable inspection process that would be
acceptable to any user group. The drums were placed in areas of the floor called drum rows. Drums are
assumed to be completely within the drum rows (for planner p_es). There is a small amount of free space
in the drum rows not occupied by the drums (ie. the drum row is _,ider than the drums, and is longer than the
sum of the length of the drums). In between the drum rows is space for the vehicle to move, called
(traversibility) aisles.

Assumptions used in this scenario included:
• System has an a priori map of the WSF. The map contains an exact representation of the WSF,

specifically the location of the walls, doors, and any known obstructions. It also has a good
representation of the location of the drum aisles.

• The locations of the drums within the drum aisles is not known, only that they are within the
drmn rows. We also know the (presumed) number of drums in each row.

• Landmarks or fiducial markings are placed in strategic places on the walls. The positions of these
are known within the room.

The nominal inspection scenario goes as follows:
• The vehicle begins its mission at the enwance to the storage area at its recharge/data site (operator

console).
• Navigation sensors look around for landmarks and report the location and orientation of the

vehicle. This function is executed periodically (at the end of each aisle) throughout the
mission. The vehicle is stopped while the position update process occurs. This allows the
sensors to acquire their information and process it allowing for camera pan/tih motions and lens
zoom, as well as allowing for updating the vehicle world position before resuming motion.

• The vehicle moves to a position in front of the first (next) traversibility aisle and locates the f'wst
drum.

• The vehicle moves to the inspection position centered relative to the drum. Parametric testing
showed that sensing from one centered position is obviously much more efficient than taking

1,
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multiple v!e'_-.__"from each exposed side of the drum, without losing signWacant information on
visible edges of the drums.

- At given in.on positions, the sensing system will scan the drum with its laser striper and/or
acquire a color digital image. Each sensor needs multiple views per drum (two swaths for laser
strilxr, and three images for color camera). Dent detection with the laser striperrequires the
vehicle to be stationary and the sensor mast to scan through (approximately) 20°. The acquired
dam from the two black and white cameras is subsequently fused during other system sensing
or motion processes. The color digital image must be acquired while the vehicle is stopped and
is used for the other detection processes (cf. §5.1.6.2.). Processing of the images may occur
during other vehicle activity.

• The vehicle continues down the aisle stopping periodically to inspect drums.
• The laser striper and camera light are turned off when not in use to conserve power.
• At the end of the aisle, the vehicle must reverse its direction or go to the next aisle. This is a

function of the planned path which is mainly a function of the facility topography.
• When all drums have been inspected, the vehicle returns to its starting point. A report on its

findings is created and displayed on the operators terminal.
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5.3. Engineering Development Environment
5.3.1. Software Environment

The vehicle software was developed on a networkof engineeringworkstations. This allowed parallel
development of the differentsoftware modules withoutany resourcebottlenecks as well as avoiding the
immediatecost of titling all the softwareonto the vehicle computers. Nine workstations were linked over a
localethemet (Figure23) that could be attachedto the companybackbonewhen necessary. Workstations
included three IRIS's, three SUN IV's, a Symbolics, and two SPARC IPC's. One of the SPARC IPC's
servedas the gateway to the vehicle computing environment.

Figure 23 - Software Development Environment

5.3.2. Video Environment
Actual picturesof good andbad barrelsfrom DOE storagefacilities were used to develop andtrain the

vision algorithms. These were supplementedwith images from our local test facility mockup.
Image analysis development work was performedon a SPARC II workstation using Khoros software

and a neural network trainingsystem.
Foronsite verification of the visual sensing modules, images of the camera were sent through a video

switching unit to the workstation. The workstationwas tied into the rest of the software development effort
by the environment described in Section 5.3.1.

5.3.3. Hardware Prototyping and Testing
The integration effort was conductedwithin our main laboratoryspace (about 10m x 10m). This area

included the real-time development system,anethernet repeater,and electronic test equipmentas well as the
vehicle and some barrels. Initialtest andcheckout were performedon blocks and on the floor in this area.
Required metalworkwas performedon small machines in a nearbyroom. Electronics bread boarding,
cabling, and packagingwere performedin a nearbyroom to a strict leveLof quality.
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5.4. Parametric Performance Measurements
The purpose of phase one is to providedatafor the subsequentdesign of a robust,cost effective,

appropriatelysized prototype system. As such it is importantto know when: performancemarginsarcneeded
forrobustness,where performance margins areavailable from equipment,and where the subsystems interact
to performtherequiredfunctions. Variousmeasurementswere takenof actualsystem performanceboth
overall and for differentaspectsof particularcomponents or subsystems. The parametersof interest andthe
methodof measuringthem arediscussed below. Conclusions from the performancedata anda discussion of
theirimpacton the phase two prototypearediscussed in Section 6.

5.4.1. Mechanical Subsystems
5.4.1.1. MotionPlatform

All mechanical elements of the vehicle motion controlsystem were already tested andfunctionalwhen
vehicle was delivered from the MarsRover Program. No additional testing was required.

5.4.1.2. SensorPlatform

5.4.2. Electrical Subsystems
_.4.2.1. Vehicle Elect_nics

The controlelectronics were functionallytested. Functional testing included properexecution of
_quired system functions, such as softwareexecution, response to motor commands, power statecontrol,

. and others: No parametrictesting was performed.

5.4.2.2. Ultrasonic Transducers
The ultrasonictransducerswere functionally tested. No parametrictesting was performed,largely

because we know that the currentsystem is inadequate for a satisfactorycollision avoidance system. This
system was used to show proofof concept andto provide inputs to test the collision avoidance kinematics.

5L4.2.3. Communications
The network communicationsperformednominally duringphase one. The laboratorynetworkwas

disconnectedfrom the MMAG networkbackboneduringoperations to eliminatepotential Ethemet data
collisions from other users. This networkis only used for Phase I development.

,_L4.2.4. Power
The power system was functionally tested. No parametrictesting was perfonnod.

$.4.3. Control
Testing of the onboardcontrolsystems is a two stage process. Initial tests established control system

parametersfor reasonableperformancegiven theconstraintsof the controllerimplementation. Final testing
characterizedvehicle performanceat a functionallevel.

_.4.3.1. Vehicle
The importantvehicle position controlsubsystemperformanceissues that affect system level _on

arecartesianpositioning accuracy and actualposition knowledgeaccuracy. Factors affecting position control
andposition knowledge are:

• Wheel controllervelocity following accm'acy
• Vehicle andwheel kinematicparameterknowledge
• Wheel slippage

Wheelvelocity following errorcan be minimized by measuringvelocity errorand adjustingthe motion
controllerposition loop PID gainsto maximize loop bandwidthwhile maintaininga well behaved dynamic
response. Accuratemeasurementof wheel diametersand wheel location with respect to the vehk:lereference
coordinateframe will minimize errorsresulting from kinematic Iransfmmations. Wheel slippageis dependent
on the runningsurface, wheel roller irregularities,and roller deformation so will not be controllable.
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Absolute vehicle positioningerrorwasmcasun_ on the test floor for point to point and closed _t
moves.

Accuracy of vehicle position knowledge obudned from odomctry was also be measm_ These
accuracymeasmemcms de_ how frequentlylandmark.t_-getswill be n_luircdto updatevehicle position.

5.4.3.2. ObstacleAvoidance
The collision avoidance mechanismis integrmedinto thevehicleposition control archi_ and

therefore interactsdynamicallywith it. 'I'netefore,initialparameterselection and testingwas conductedwith
the vehicle in the loop. Collision avoidance is essentiallyan outer cartesiancontrol loop dosed aroundthe
vehicle operatingon relativevehicle position andproducingvehicle velocity commands. Testing initially
focused on demmining the properform for thevirtualforce filter and the impedancefilter of Figure 10 to
ensuregood sensitivity and _ of response to obstacles while at the same timeproviding unconditional
stability.

Ul_rasonicsensorupdaterate limitationsrestrictsample rates for the collision avoidance loop to less
than 10 hz. A samF_,ingrate this low will degradestability, therefore special attentionwas given to the formof
this loop to guaranteestabilityand robustness.

lng_edanceFilter
A hetw_c approachto impedance filterimplementationsuggests severalpossible forms. A

mechanicaldampermodel results in a proportionalrelationship between force and velocity (l/b) where bis the
damperconstant. This form implies a constantvelocity vehicle response from a constant vimmlforce
developed by anobstacle. This is the simplest form, adding no additional dynamicsto the loop and is likely to
be the most robustin termsof satisfying the unconditionalstability requirement. A second approachmodels a
mechankal mass-damperandresults in a 1stogderrelationshipbetween force and velocity (1/(ms+b)) where
m is _ and b is again the damping constant. This relationship results in a vehicle velocity response
thatgrows with a timeconstant of m/b. This approachoffers the ability to adjustthe speed of response to an
obstacle separatelyfrom sensitivity. However, because the impedance filter addsdynamics and increases the

pole-zero excess, unconditionalstabilitymay be more difficult to ensure. The simple mechanical
dampermodel approachwas tested first

Vimml Force Filter
The proposedinverse squarelaw forcepotential is nonlinear and results in largerand largerloop gain

as range to an obstacle decreases. This can resultin stabilitydifficulties when operatingin confined spaces
(barrelsclose to oppositesides of the vehicle). Tests with the vehicle confined tightlyon _li sides were
conducted to determinethe best implementationof this filter.

5.4.3.3. Scan Platform
Pan and T_ Controller Adjusvnent

Motion controlPIDparameterswere adjustedwhen the full platforminertia load was present. To u'ack
scan moves of 10 degree per second a bandwidthof at least 1-2 hz should beconfigured with sufficient
integratorgain to limit constantvelocity trackingerrorto approximately 0.5 degree. The gain adjustments
necessary can bestbe accomplished by using the following procedure:

1) set theratioof Woportional to integralgainin the Galil controllerequal to 1 hz and set the integral
equal to 0

2) increase the loop gain untilan overdampedtime response is observedwhile commanding small
posiuon change commands

3) increase theintegral gain until the timeresponseexhibits slightovershoot

Pan and Tilt Alignment
Zeropan and tiltangles should align the scanplatformcoordinate framewith the vehicle reference

coon:linateframe. This would, for example, point the LASER striperstraightaheadalong the veh_le
referencecoordinateframex-axis. The following procedurewas used to determine initial alignmentlocation:
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1)rcgis_ vehicle from surface againsza verdca]plane (wall)
2) home dzepan and dlt axis to d_ encoderindexpulse
3) using a mixroron the wall, rcflea light from theLASER szripcrback towardsthe source
4) adjustpanandtilt anglesuntiltheLASF.Rbeamisreflectedbackto thesource
5) the offset anglesfrom the home posidon to the aligned position should be n_mrdedand used to

estabfishthezero panand tilt location afterhoming to the index pulse

5.4.4. Navigation
The overall navigationsystem performanceis a funcdon of the two methodsused: wheel cdometry

andlandmarksightin_ Exrorsin odometry (deadzec.kming)arecompensazedfor by landmarksighdngs, at
the expense of the time requiredto acquireandprocessthe data. Performanceresults for theindividual
methods is given below, followed by results for the combined navigation system.

5.4.4.1 WheelOdon_trv
The techniquefor delezminingthe odomctryperformancewas to chaz-acl_zc motion in each vehicle

axis sepazalclytint, thena representativeinspectionmotion sequence using all axes. The floor surface used
for thischar_'terizafionwas the same as the demonstrationarea: sealed concrete.

Forward xranslmion_The vehicle was commandedto uanslazeforwards andstop. The distances and
measurementsare shown in Table IX.

Table IX . Forward Tramsla6om Odometry Performance

!+°+1+o-+++1+1Dist. (m) X (m) Y (m) e (deg) X (m) Y (m) @( X (m) Y (m) @ideg')

1.b 1.0008 .00001 -.ooos '1.00s -.o04s -.039 .0044 '-.o04s..... '-.03es
2.0 z0008 .00oo1 -.0002 2.007s -.ooss 0._9 .oos9 -.ooes 0._3_
4,.0 3.9998 -.00002 0.0 '4.01 -.0265 -.271 .0102 i-.0265 -.271 i'

Lateral xrans/adon--The vehicle was commandedto zranslateleft and stop. The distancesand
measurements areshown in Table X.

Table X .,, Lateral Tmnslatios Odometr_ Performamee

! i,+]. ....Dist. (m) X (m) ] Y (m) , (dig) X (m) Y (In) @(deg) X (m) Y (m) I @(...dog)
1.0 0.0 1.0006 0.0 .004 0.9775 0.194 .004 -.0231 1.194
2.0 0.0 2.0006 ' 0.0 .011 1.947S O.:iSO .011 -.0S31 1.350
4.0 0.0 !3.9999 0.0 1.021 i3._s -.07e .0_1 -.os3_ ]-.07s

Rotation--The vehiclewascommandedto rotatecounterclockwise and stop. The distancesand
measurementsareshown in Table XI.

Table Xl - Rotatioa Odometry PerforJmace
Odometry Respon_ ' /k:tual Position | Error .....

,Roz(deg) X(m).Y(m),.(deg)X(m)Y(m)0(deg)X(m)] Y(m)e (de_)ll4"S +o.ooo6 ! 1"0008' i 45.13 0.001 .005 44.6" 0.0004 0.0042 -0.53
90 0.0021 .0051 ..... 90.7 0.0005 .0045 89.26 ,;..9016 -.0006 -1'.44
180 -.0015 .0021 180.3 -.01 .008 178.5, . -.0085 , 0.0059 -1.80
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Closed Circuil with Nm_gurioa O_ Updates- The vehicle was commanded around the closed
ciscuk _on coarse using 4 landmark ulxlatc stations. Vehicle position and angular errorwere measured
on the floor before and after landmark uixlatcs. The scsults arc shown in table XIL

Table Xll . Vehicle Positiomim£ AccBracy

_ Lmd Afta Lmd

t_mdMaX _ Ang_ '_ _g_ eos_om _e
S_ Tmvekd Tmveled _ Emnor F.mnor Frmr

| m |

I
2..68m 90deg .034 m .93deg .015m 39 deg

2
4.31 m Odeg .0065 m .27cleg ..0! m .08deg

3 Odeg
1.55 m 180deg .022 m 1.54deg .013 m

I I| I

4 3.74 m 0dell .041m .24cleg .042m .08deg

Avaase
Ener .026 m .75deg .020 m .24deg

5.4.4.2 Landmark Siehdne

Landmark targetsaz_motmledin known positionsin the facility. The landmark sightingsubsystem
amecls vehicle position periodically (as shown in Table XII) using an itcradve algorithm that adjusts vehicle
pose to minimize angular errors between predicted and measured directions to.landmarks. During Phase I
testing the average positional errorafter navigation update was 2.0 cm, and the average orientation error after
update was 0.24 degrees. A discussion of the accuracy of the pose estimation technique can be found in
[SklaiO1]. The IMS application of this technique uses targets sized and located so as to fill approximately
one half of the camera field of view.

5.4.4.3. Path Planniw,

The offiine generated path planning sequences were successfully used to position the vehicle for the
inspectiondemonswation.

5.4.4.4. Trajectory Generation

Comet tra_ generation was indin_dy verified by successfully reaching comm_ cartesian
locations and by measuring acceleration time and constant vehicle velocity during commanded moves.

5.4.4.5. Obstacle avoidance

Obstacle avoidance was tested by commanding the vehicle to move to a position that would bring i(
into contact with and obstruction. In all cases when the obstruction was in the ulwasonic sensor field of view
the vehicle stopped short of the obstruction.
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5.4.5. Sensing Subsystems
5.4.5.1. laser Ra_ng

The key performancetgumnetm'sof anyrange imaging sensorare listed in Table XIH. We will
measurethese parametersto characterizeour sensor. In addition,Besl [1989] defines a "figureof merit"
whichcombines the most importantfa_'torsinto a single quantity. The figureof merit M is defined as:

M- LT

whegeLyis the depth of field, ¢_s theRMS range acctmacy,andT is thepixel dwell time.

Table Xlli - Ckaracteristics of m remge imagisg semsor _[rom Best [1989D.

[Parameter ISymbol IDescription I
IDepthoffield I I x  imumminusmmum I

sensor
stzc and tma

Therearea numberof designfactorsthatdetmnincthecharacteristicsinTableXITI. Theseinclude:Thefocal
length of the cameras, their spacing with respect 11othe laseg, dgh- orientation with t_spoct to the laser, and
laserpower. WherepJ_sible,we will varythesefactorsto detmninetheireffectonperformance.

The performance criteria and capabilities achieved in Phase I werenoted in Table llb. By adjustingtip
thresholda 100%ProbabiLityof Detection(POD) ratewith 0% false positives was achieved for drumstilted
more than 3 degrees. Figme 24 shows drumtip angle measurementsfrom the WSF mocimp. Likewise by
adjustingthedent depth vs. dent detectionthresholda 10095POD with 0%false detections was achieved for
dents deeperthan 1 inch. l_gme 25 shows dentareameasurementsin the WSF. A range image of a dented
drumis shown in Figure 26. Enhancedbulge detection will be incorporatedin Phase ITby addingribs to the
dnnn model used in dent detection.

5.4.5.2. Vision
Feauue extraction andclassification algorithmsdescribedin Section5.1.6.2 were evaluated during

parametric tes_g in the WSF mock-up.Combinationsof camera-to-drumdistance, lens size and irisopening,
amountof drumin image, and vehicle operationalsequirementswerealso compared. These pazmneterswill be
optimizedfor the _tc conditions at thePhase II Demo site. Many images of differentdrumsunder
nominalconditions were taken in the tmckwell for algorithmdevelopmenL One xesult is that two video lamps
significantly improved rustand cohesion detection in poor ambient light. The lamps also nearlywashed out
the barcode label on black drums(too muchcoq_..st), butlocating thebarcode labels doesn'trequire
fight so these framescan be digitized withoutthe lamps. Another resultis thatusing the orthogonalfeann_
space (Ohtacolors from RGB) makes defect detection easier, so thatCPU-intensive classifiers (e.g., k-means)
were not needed in Phase I. Algorithms will be optimized and portedforon-board processing in Phase IL
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The pe_ormance cri_ and capabilities achieved in Phase I were noted in Table lib. Over 500
Mbytes of RGB imag_ were taken during development and testing from the 38 drums in our WSF _,
from 8 additional drums in our lab and from Government-supplied color photos of drums in DOE WSF's.
Since we have a small sample size of defects (e.g., 22 realistic rust spots), the following results were taken
from 3 autonmnm_ test runs in the WSF mockup. All rust spots greater than 0.25" (diameter) were positively
identified with no false calls. For rust spots greater than 0.1" diam (pea-sized), 91% wen: correctly identified
with a 14% false positive rate. The POD for rust can easily be improved in Phase II by specifying (by
examples from trained human inspector) exactly what constitutes rust that is of concern. Most of the rust
spots missed were faint rust caused by scraw.hed paint and outdoor e_. False positives were caused by
rust spots on floor, markings on walls above top row of drums, red paint chips, and plywood separators.
Most of these factors can be filtenut out in Phase II. For rust _ with width greater than 0.1" the detection
rate was 92% with a 10% false positive rate. The algorithm (based on color thresholding and shape fdwring_
does distinguish between salt-water _ and true rust streaks, while ignoring faint _. For corrosion
(bubbled paint _ greater than 0.1" diam) a 92% detection rate was achieved, with 5% false calls. Note that
only 1 drum had ume corrosion spots (12). The corrosion algorithm uses color thrcsholding and texture
classifiers with a connected component analysis that combines nearest neighbors.

Several fi_ follow illus(radng image Im3cessing results from autonomous inspection test runs in
the WSF mockup. Detected defects are autmnatically high-righted for quantification (for reports and defect
data 1_) Figure 27 shows a white drum in the p(x_y lit tmckwell (WSF). The goal is to identify regions of
bubb',_,i paint due to a corrosive agent (_ paint does not show well in this hardcopy). Results are
shown in Figure 28 (missing paint at bommn is found by a separate process). For a white test drum, Figure
29 shows the three input frames from the color camera. Figure 30 then shows 2 sample frames of rust
detection (on left) and 2 sample frames of streak detection (on fight). For a black test drum, Figure 31 shows
the three input frames from the color camera (the visible _ here are due to the salt-water spray applied to
induce rust - the s_ak analysis has to distinguish between residue salt streaks and streaks containing true
rust). Figure 32 then shows 2 sample frames of rust detection on the left and _ detection on the right (no
rust or streaks occmred in the other frames). Note that rust spots (large and small) were successfully
identified (with no false calls) even when the top frame includes the bright yellow-and-red Hazardous Waste
labeL The identified streak regions also contain small amounts of rust.

• Threshold = 3.0 degn:es

o Non-tippeddrums l"_ppeddrams

o
qb

0 0.98 degn:es
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Fi£ur¢ 27. Original huge of Barrel with Corrosiom in Center
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Figure 28. Processed Image of Barrel with Corrosion in Center
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Figure 29 . Three Input Frames of White Drum
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Figure 30 - Processed Frames of White Drum (ruston left,streakson rifhO
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Figure 31 - Three Input Frames of Black Drum
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Figure 32 . Processed Frames of Black Drum (rust on left, streaks on righO
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5.4.5.3 Bar Code Scanner

Parametric testing cle_ maximum scanner distance from drum for e_cient operation (minimum
is 5cm). From numerous measurements a conservative max distance is 30cm, at angles up to 25 degrees. If
the label is straight-ahead, the scanner can read it at up to 50cm. The laser fimeout period (now set at 1
second) will also be varied to try and improve decoding at larger distances and angles. The scanner always
returns the correct ASCII code, or the no-decode symbol - no partial reads are possible. The goal during
testing is to minimize vehicle repositioning for scanning. Although the special wheels make repositiorJng
easy, it does consume time and power. The Phase II scanner will read labels at larger distances and angles.

5.4.6. Executive

There are three major performance criteria for the mission executive. Fast, the system must perform a
complete in.on of the site, ensuring that all faults detectable following EPA guidelines can in fact be
detected, by following the generated inspection sequence. Second, the system must perform efficiently, as
meastued by time to inspect, and the cost to the system (e.g. battery usage, wear on vehicle parts). Third, the
system must be robust in the face of the anomalies that may occur within the inspection sites.

For this phase of the contract, complete inspection is guaranteed by maintaining a check that all views
accessible on each barrel are record_ for both the stereo and color vision modules, and that each bar ct_ that
is visible is read. This can be verified by wading the dam returned at the end of the inspection procedure, and
comparing it with either the test/demonstration set-up, or the simulated data used for the test. Branches of the
inspection procedures, for both unfaulted and faulted drum detection were tested in the demonstration/test
site.

One of the potential errors that can occur with a highly efficient inspection procedure is the storage of
dam with the wrong drum id. This is because the actions of finding an individual drum, identifying its bar"
code, and inspecting various sections of the chum can occur far apart in the inspection sequence 6. Proper
storage of inspection data was verified in the demonstration/test area. This included a mix of drum faults, and
multiple faults on individual drmns.

The efficiency of the inspection process is a function of the amount of time it takes to inspect a site, the
cost of vehicle resources, such as power, and the costs associated with degradation of the vehicle and sensor
equipment with usage, such as gimble or motor life. Because the vehicle currently being used is not the target
delivery vehicle, we are not measuring vehicle-_fic parameters in this phase. In the subsequent phase
sensors will be placed on the vehicle to measure resource usage for each of the operations, and estimates will
be made for any significant effect of equipment usage on the life span of the equipment. In this phase, the
measme used to evaluate inspection prtx:edure efficiency is the overall time for execution of the procedure.
This is probably the most imlxrtant factor in the efficiency of the procedure,and is highly correlated with the
other measures (power usage, etc.). The mission executive will not be optimizing the inspection procedure by
the end of this phase. Optimization strategies will be completed in phase two. However, measures comparing
the time to run following various inspection procedures will be performed in order to provide guidelines for
subsequent work in optimization.

The reliability of the IMSS in operations wR1 be partly determined by the ability of the vehicle to
perform aPlm39riately in a range of anomalous situations. Although these anomalies should be rare, the target
environment consists of a huge number of drums. To achieve reliability across many months of operation,
even rate occurrences should not degrade the performance of the IMS S. The site environment is both stable
and benign to the vehicle. "l'nus,it is predicted that only a small range of anomalies will be observed, and
these will be accommodated. Anomalies such as barrel out of place, missing, or missing bar code label are
expected, and can be handled with fairly simple heuristic plan repair strategies. Small obstacles are easy
enough to avoid, given the soft bumpers and simple heuristics for navigating around objects. Large obstacles
can also be accommodated by inspecting the aisle from each end of the aisle, and going down the aisle as far

6 Themostefficientinspectioncouldentaile.g.,_ng downanaisle, andstoppingeveryso manyfeet toidentifythenext
drumson theleftandright,inspectthenearestfaces,going to theendof theaisleandcomingback,inspectingtheotherfaceof
eachdrum,withoutcheckingthebarcodes. In thiscase greatcaremustbetakento ensurethatinreturningdown the aisle, the
rightdatais storedwiththecon_t dramid.
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as the obstacles. Anomalies that aremorecomplex than these areboth highly unlikely, and shouldprobably
be reportedimmediately backat home base. When:the vehicle finds itself unableto recoverthe inspection

given the simple heuristicsdescribedabove, it will remmto home base, and reportwhateverdatawere
collectedregardingthe problem.7 Unfortunately,because of limitationsof the ultrasoniccollision avoidance
system mostof the tests of realtimereplanningwere not feasible. TableXIV shows theperformancetests
plannedfor the Executive for phase 1.

Table XIV - PhaseOne Executive PerformanceTests
DemonstrationFacility
Test

Pian Generation - Complete inspectionroute

Plan Dispatchingand - Plan followed
Monitoring - All module actions c_ted

correctly
- All datastoredcorrectly
- All conditional branchesverified.
- Multiple drumfaultstested
- Inspectiontimemeasured

Replanning - Multiple faultstested.

$. 4.7. Operator Interface

5.4.7.1. Vehicle Ooerafion
Although no _rmnetric testing was done, all componentsof the Vehicle Operationmenus were

functionally tested and performedsuccessfully. The operator-in-the-loopcapabilityprovidedby this
interfacewas found to be extremelyuseful during testing and integrationof the subsystemcomponents.

5.4.7.2. Task Assi_ment
All components of the TaskAssignment interfacewere functionallytested and were successfully used

to initiate and monitor the progressof inspection missions.

5.4.7.3. ReoortineDataBase
The datable implementationincludes search tables forrapidlyaccessing drumandlandmarkrecords

via the barcodedidentifier. These tables aresorted lexically by the label identifier stringafterthe database is
loadedfroma disk file. These tables aresearched for the appropriateidentifier when a commandrequestsdata
by label. Using a binary search,at most 10 table entriesneed to be checked for a 1023-entrydatabase.

The basic record typesrequiredthe following amountsof data storage in bytes: Drum- 6_,
DnmlType- 36; Obstacle- 2_ andLandmark- 48. The containing-typerecords storagerequirements
dependon the numberof containedelements, such as drumsper aisle. For the small demonstrationfacility
model (12 drums total, 12 drumsper area,8 drums per aisle, 8 aisles total, 8 aisles per area,2 areas),the
containing-typerecordsrequiredthe following amounts of datastoragein bytes: Aisle - 44 andArea- 96;
and the overall facility model required2,124 bytes (2.1 kb) of storage. For the largefacility model (2000
drumstotal, 1000 drums per area, 100 drumsper aisle, 20 aisles total, 10 aisles per area,2 areas), the
containing-typerecordsrequiredthe following amounts of data storagein bytes: Aisle - 228 and Area- 2076;
and the overall facility model required129,572 bytes (126.5 kb) of storage.

7 Given the well-controlled environmentsat these sites, it is more likely thatif the vehicle fails here thatthere is a vehicle
problem that manifests itself as a problemin the environment. For instance, if the vehicle repeatedly reix_ that barrels are
missing, a sensor may need to be repaired. Returnto home in this case is desirable,since the datacollected will be faultyanyway.
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5.4.8. Safety Systems
The safmg syslem was functionafiy msle_ Functional testing included command rejection while safed

and aborting an executing move both manually and through software. No parametric _esting was performed.
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1. Mechanical Subsystems
6.1.1. Motion Platform

Resu/ts - The mechanicaldements of thevehicle motion control systemprovedmore thansati_
for the phase one demonstrationscenario.

Discussion - The substantialchanges requiredfor a phase 2 prototypevehicle demandreconsideration
of the wheels and steeringsystem used.

6.1.2. Sensor Platform
Results - The mechanicalelements of thescanplatform motioncontrolsystem provedmore than

satisfactoryfor the phase one demonswation scenario.
Discussion - The system used for the phaseone vehicle is inadequatefor thephase two prototype.

The phase one configurationdid notallow barcode readingof second-tier barrelsnor in_ons of barrels
higherthan the second tier.Considerations for phase two include a mast withmultiple sensorsuites, an
articulatedmast with fewer sensorsuites, or a dexterousmanipulator.An analysiswill be n_luired to select
the best topology.

6.2. Electrical Subsystems
6.2.1. Vehicle Electronics

Results - The controlelectronics have perf_ adequately.
Discu.z_n - The controlelectronicson the existing vehicle were notoriginallydesigned to minimize

spacerequhements andmaximize power efficiencies, norwere they designed _cally for the banel
in.on task. There is a significantamountof electricalequipmenton boardthatis not necessary for this
conuaet. For phase two, analyses will be requiredto select the best topologies and devices.

6.2.2. Ultrasonic Transducers
Results - The ultrasonic sensors do not provide adequate coverage to successfully implement a usable

collision avoidance system. However, the system didshow proof of concept and was adequate to provide a
test environment for the collision avoidance kinematics.

Discussion - The existing ranging system is inadequate for the phase two vehicle. Additional sensors
with an increased detection angle will be probablybe required.The _ configurationof the phase two
collision avoidance system will not be known until the vehicle form factor is known.

6.2.3. Communications
Forphase two, there will be no tether providingcommunications or power. Medium-ratedata

communications will be availablevia a radio modemlink when the vehicle is withinrangeof its recharging
station or the operatorconsole. All video informationwill be processed on-board.

The communications interfaces developed for phase one, can be reused since theembedded operating
system, VRTX, supportssocket communications between taskson a single processor,as well as between
processors on the same backplane.

6.2.4. Power
Results. - The power system has performedadequatelyunder all load conditions.
Discussion - The batterypower system on the existing vehicle was notdesigned for extended

un_ vehicle operation,nor wee the electricalsystems designed for maximumpower eW_"iency.For
instance, VME systems typically have higher powerrequirementsthan some othercommercially availablebus
tol_logies such as STD32 bus. For phase two, an analysis will be necessary to maximize vehicle power
efficiency andthe size vs. capacity trade-off for the power deriver), system. Some additionalmonitm_ng
systems will be added to ensure that the vehicle always has enough reserve power to reacha recharging
station.
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6.3 Control

6.3.1 Vehicle
The onboardvehicle positioncontrol implementation has functionedsatisfactorilyin all testing.

PD wheel position controlcompensationhas been all that is requiredto provide adequatevelocity tracking
perftmnance. Gtmd trackingaccuracyis indicatedby _nt of commandedposition and positionderived
by edmnetry. This is shown in TableXlI. Vehicle velocity and acceleration limits of .4 m/s and.2m/s^2
w.stgctively have been used for the majorityof testingand foundto be adequate.

Errorsbetween actualposkion andodomctry arealso shown in Table XlI. The largesterrorsoccur in
rotationand vehicle y-position. These errorsprobablyresult fromwheel to wheel rolling radiusvariationsand
misaligmnentsof wheel axles andnmning _ nonuniformity.

6.3.2 Obstacle Avoidance
The onboardcollision avoidance system was implementedfor two modes of operation. The first mode

can providevehicle motion conecfions in all threevehicle degreesof freedom (x, y, phi). In thismode vimml
forcesat ultrasonicsensors also producevirtual torquesaboutthe vehicle center to cause vehicle rtmu_n. This
mode is probably most useful for contouring around large obstacles. The second mode provides vehicle
motioncorrections in x and y only. Virtual torques are igntmxl, so no rotations are possible. This mode will
be useful for keeping the vehicle centet_ in long narrow aisles where navigation position _ons using
landmarkupdates may not be possible. Due to the narrow beam(10 deg) and small number(8) of ultrasonic
sensors employed, gaps in coverage at the sides, front and back of the vehicle where observed. This will be
co_ in the phase 2 design by using wide field of view sensors and more sensors to provide complete
coverage.

ing_edanceFilter
A mechanical damper model (I/b) was used for the impedance filter. Using this simple model results

in vehicle velocity commands proportionalto the obstacle avoidance virtual force. This causes the vehicle to
move at a constant velocity away from an obstacle producing a constant virtual force on the vehicle.
Transientsaresmoothed using wheel accelerationlimits availablein the Galil motion control boards.

Virn_ Force Filter
A virtual force proportional to the reciprocal of distance to the obstacle was used instead of the

proposed inverse square taw characteristic. This form was found to be well behaved even when the vehicle
was constrainedon opposite sides.

6.3.3 Scan Platform
Precise controlof pan and flitproved to be somewhatdiWtcultdue to the presence of a largeamountof

mechanicalbacklash in the gearheadsemployed. As much as .5 deg of backlash was observed at thepan and
tiltaxis. Sensing of pan and tiltangles is out_ of the bacHash so pointing knowledge is notaffected.
However, control limit cycling andinstabilitypreventeduse of the integral termin controlcompensation. A
PD controllerwith low bandwidth(1 Hz) resultedin a stable loop with reduced trackingandpointing
accuracy. Itwas also necessary to counterbalance the tilt axis with approximately 10 lbs of weight to
minimize backlasheffects.

6.4. Navigation
The apwtmch of the IMSS navigationsystem is to usedatafrom sensors alreadyon the vehicle (wheel

position andvideo camera) in combinationto providereal-timevehicle pose data withoccasional landmark
updates. This approachrequinut no modificationsto the vehicle systems, and only passive targetadditionsto
the facility site. Otherapproachesarepossible, for example a radiofrequency rangeand bearingtype system.
Such an approachis independentof othervehicle systems, butrequiresadditional facility infrastructure
(antennas, transmitters).
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6.4.1 Wheel Odometry
The performanceof the wheel edomet_ was affectedby the floorsurface charactedst_ wheel rolling

radiusvariationsand wheel misalignment. A slippery floor, such as linoleum tile, was observed to increase
the positionestimationerror. This can be compensatedby tnme frequentlandmarksighfing_.

6.4.2 Landmark Sighting
It shouldbe notedthatthepatternof targetfeatmes (theconcentriccircles) can be varied,as long as the

model is defined for the vision system. A large landmarktargetwitha model distinct frmnthe wall and
column-mountedtargetsmay be motmtedon the facility ceiling if it is highenough. This will provide a global
positionestimationcapability. Althoughthe aocuracywill lxobably notbe sufficiem for regularuse, it would
serveto locate the vehicle withina specific aisle, followed by a subsequentmovemem to and sightingof a
knownlandmarktarget. This allows the vehicle to performa rapidautonomousself-localization wi0un the
facility.

6.4.3. Path Planning
In the phase 2 design pathplanningand obstacle avoidancewill have to work togetherto handle

response to pathblocking obstacles, for example,detecting a blockage in an aisle and replanninga pathto exit
the aisle andcontinue the inspection. Also, in long aisles where landmarkupdatesto navigation arenot
practical,thepath plannercould utilizeobstacleavoidance to maintainvehicle centeringin the aisle andcontrol
only longitudinalmotion.

6.4.4. Trajectory Generation
The presentmethod of moving the vehicle fromposition to positionusing accelerationand velocity

limitedtrajectorieshas performedverywell and thc:r_'o_ will also be us_ in phase 2.

6.4.$. Obstacle avoidance
(see discussion in 6.4.3)

6.$. Sensing Subsystems

6.$.1. Laser Ranging
Performanceresults were _hed in Section 5.4.5.1. The stmctmed light system peffcmnedvery

well, andfurtherc_tion of dents,bulges and tippeddnnns for the Phase IIDemo site will help
improvethe algorithms. One areaof potentialimprovementin the laserrangeimaging system is to use
multiple light stripes instead of a single stripe. This would dramaticallyreduce the scanning time since instead
of having to sweep a single stripe throughan angle of A0, it would only he necessary to sweep N stripes
simultaneouslythroughA_. l.atsiris,Inc makes a laser line projectorwith up to 19 parallel lines. This
would be a simple low cost improvementthatwould _ up datacollection.

Anotherareaof potential improvementin accuracywould be to use a dedicatedcustom sensorfor the
light stripeimaging insteadof generic CCD cameras. This would allow higher resolution elements to be used,
and avoid the limitationsof the NTSC analogsignal bandwidth. Anotherimprovement with a custom sensor
is to tilt the detectorplane with respect to thelens so thatany points on the light ray areperfectly in focus (this
is known as the Scheimpflug configuration). The cost of these improvementswould have to be balanced
against the incxeasedaccmacy provided.

6.$.2. Vision
Performanceresults were described in Section 5.4.5.2. Overall the color vision system performed

well at ctmectly identifying rust, streaksandcorrosion. Image analysisperformanceand accuracy will be
improvedby tuning the system for specific site reqtdrements. For example,knowing expected drumcondition
(new/old. clean/dirty),drum color, and size and suength of rest. streaksand corrosion (small/large;
heavy/light) influences several models and threshold parmuetersin thealgorithms. Smallercamerabodies
with moresensitive Ca) chips could also help visual anomaly detection undervariablelighting conditions.
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6.5.3. Bar Code Scanner
The scannerused for thephase 1 demonstrationhas a maximumrange of approximately16 inches.

Thisrange limitationpreventedreadingof barcodes of level 2 barrels. Level 1 barrelcodes wee read reliably
at a tmminal distanceof about 13inches ata fixed height fium the floor. The phase 2 implementationwill
allow pointingof the barcode readerlaser in pan andtih to locate outof place barcodes on francis. Low
power, low cost lasers thatscanlabels at distancesgreaterthan l.Omare connnercially available and will be
evaluatedin phase two.

6.6. Executive
6.6.1. INSPECTION COMPLETENESS

Plan Generation- The plangenerationalgorithmdescribed in section 5.1.7 above successfully
i generates a complete inslx_on sequence given inputsaboutdrtm_,locations.

Plan Dislmu:her/Monitor.Thismodule containsall necessaryinterfacesto each of the controlled
modules: vehicle, scan platform,stereo-vision, color vision and barcode reader. Eachof the control
in_rfacesmefullyspecified.Thesystmnsuccessfullycoordinatedall motionandsensingto acquirea
complete inspection of the site. The comdinaled motiondemonsuated included a highdegree of overlapping
actionsthatincreasethe_ncy of theinspectionprocess.

6.6.2. INSPECTION EFFICIENCY
Inphase 1 measmes of efficiency are entirely basedon inspection sequence time. In phase 2, energy (hauery)
usage will be an additionalmeasureused in evaluatingeffk%-ncy.Tune to inspect andenergy usage arehighly
correlated- both areprimarilyrelated to the ammmtof motion of the vehicle and the scan platform. Therefore,
it is expected thatmost of the strategiesthatachieve efficiency when only time is consideredwill also lead to
efficient energy usage. There may be some variations,however, _ally since scan motions can be slow
relativeto vehicle movement, butenergy usage is higherfor vehicle movement thanfor scan platform
movement. Thus, any mtde-offs thatcan be made by increasing scanmotions to decreasevehicle motions, or
vice-versa, may have differentoutcomes.

Overall, the system averageda little less thana minutea drumfor inspection
time for the 40 drumfacility. The speed withwhich this was accomplished was due to the efficiency of the
plan in reducing state changes,most notablyin the scan platformposition, and providing for concurrent
performanceof inspectiontasks.

Plan Generator. Average in.on time perdrumfollowing the algorithmdescribed in 5.1.7.2 above can be
con_paredto inspection time perdrumgiven otheralgorithms. We will ignore theclearly inefficient
algorithms, such as randomselection of next drumto inspect, or next inspection position. The best contrasts
are 1) sequences in which the orderof operationswithin inspectionof a single drumarenot orderedwith
respect to the various positions the scan p-l-l-l-l_ormmust attain,and 2) where the sequencesof _ons for the
_on of a single drumarenotorderedto maximizeconcurrency. Using the averageexpected times under

two conditions, thecom_ results an: as follows. The algorithm used for plan generation as
outlined in 5.1.7.2 averages 57 seconds/drum. Con_ 1 (orderingwithout minimizing scan movements)
averages65 seconds/drum(114% of the algorithm used), and contrast 2 (orderingwithout maximizing i
concmrency) averages 84 secomd_drum(147% of the algorithm used). I

Plan Dispatcher/Monitor. The algorithm describedfor plan monitoringallows forconcurrentperformanceof
variousinspection operations. The contrastis a system which only performs inspection operationsone at a
time. The currentsystemperformsaverages57 seco_drum. A strictlysequentialinspection sequence
would average 111 seconds/drum(195% of the concurrentperformance algorithm).

Speed of inspection for the currentvehicle and sensorconfiguration is limited by the length of time neededto
complete the structmedlight (dentand tilt) inspectiontask. The processing time for thisoperationis 47
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sec(md_drum. Since there is only one Wcgessor for this opcr_on, ti_ is the lower limit for drum inslgction
time with the _t configmafion. _ges in the hardware configuration and optimization of the image
processing code will probably nduce this limit in phase 2, so faster inspection time may be achieved.

TI_ plan monitor and dispatcher was dcsigrgd to monitor the progress of each module and its requited states
and control. Because of this, changes in the hardware and software that will allow speeding up the overall
in_ sequence will easily be accommodated by the Executive.

6.6.3. Performance in Anomalous Situations
Real Tnne R_lanner. Rudimentary reactive capabilities were implemented but were for the most part
untestable, due to ulttascmic sensor limitations. Sensor anomafies which would not integrupt the inspection
sequence were tested successfully.

6.7. Operator Interface

6.7.1. Vehicle Operation
The low-level vehicle and scan platf(mn control functions provided by the ¢Veramrinterface will still

be present in the phase two system. Tlgt_ is no additional hardware or software n:quirement to keep them,
although a smaller joystick will be used for manual telcoperafion. The man-in-the-lo0p capability of this
interface will be useful during initial set-up of the system, and for occasional operations such as moving the
vehicle to a maintenance area.

6.7.2. Task Assignment
The facility layout screen will have to be modified for storage facilities containing more drmns than can

be t_p_sented using the current circular button size (approximately 50 drums at floor level). A medium-size
facility can be handled by simply using smaller buttons, up to approximately 300 drums at floor level
Beyond that, the scale is too small for accurate touch screen operation. To allow touch screen olgrafion for a
large facility, scrolling between areas can be achieved within the existing interface framework, by using
buttons at the edges of the screen. One could stillview the entire facility map on a single screen for
monitoring vehicle progress; however, the individual drums would be too small for selection on this screen.

6.7.3. Reporting Data Base
The database can be readily implemented as part of an embedded software package on-board the

vehicle for phase two, since it uses the standard interface library. The facility model and reporting database
commands are _ implemented as individual procedures.

6.8 Safety Systems
Resu/_ - The safety system has performed adequately under all conditions.
Discussion - The Phase I safety system was comprised mainly of a manually Olgrat_ kill switch.

This approach is obviously inappropriate for the Phase Ii prototype. Safety systems for the Phase II vehicle
may include an ultrasonic collision avoidance system, mechanical 'soft' bumpers, current monitors for the
motor amplifiers, bata_ voltage and current monitors, and other vehicle health monitors. The soft bumpers
will disable the motor amplifiers if the vehicle comes into contact with an object. This action will not del_nd
on software. The motor amplifiers will also be disabled if an over_t condition is detected.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

A pmtmype bargel monitngingandinspection system was sucessfufly demonstratedin a highfidelity
waste stmage facility mo Imp. 92% (worstcase) of all anomalies were successfully deteted withonly 14%
(worstcase) false positive deu:ctim_

"1_ IMS3 systun thatwas ¢kveleped included new or upg:adedautonomousnavigmiae andobstacle
aveidancesystems, advanced visual andlaser_ inspection sensors andanalysis scftwa_ andautomatic
taskassignngnt and relmn genenuion _ in the muln'kvel cperaax ctmsok. A complete safety system
was installedwith rigogtmshandshakingcommand-_ sequencesand with several automaticsating
precedmes.

This pmgtmn is now nugly to Woceed to the next p-baseto build a com_ prototypethatmeets the
physicalconsuaints of anactual waste stmage facility and to demonmr_ the prototypeonsite forevaluation
by a Waste Operations_. Calculatedcosts _ on prototypesystem performanceandctm_t facility
_'N3erationcosts indicate a 4:1 cost savings. Several DOE facilities (Hartford,Oak Ridge NationalLalxnggy,
m_dLos Alamos National Laboratory)have exptzssed an interestin obtainingsuch a system. Compktion of
pW.msetwo within the fifteen monthtimefi-mnewill prove this technology in time to suplx_ themany new
wastestorage facilities being broughtonline to suplxm the ER&WM process.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A Amperes
M..ARA As Low As ReasonablyAchievable
ASCII AmericanStandardCharacterInformationInterchange
ATP AuthorityTo
AWG AmericanWhe Gauge
CAD ComputerAidedDesign

_puter_ed AirMommr
C(_ ChargeCoupleDevice
CDR CriticalDesign Review
CFR C¢_ of FederalRegulations
cart centimeters
DC DirectOment
DOE DepartmentOf Energy
EPA " EnvironmentalProtectionAgency
ER&WM EnvironmentalRemediationand WasteManagement
GPS Global Position System
H/W HardWare
IMSS Intelligent Mobile Sensing System
IR Inductiveand Resistive
LO Input/ Output
MHz MegaHertz
MMAG MartinMariettaAstronauticsGroup
mW milliWatt
nm nanometer
NTSC National Television StandardConnector
PID ProportionalIntegralDerivative
PRDA ProgramResearchandDevelopment Agreement
PROM ProgrammableReadOnly Memory
PWM Pulse Width Modulated
RAM RadiationAirMonitor
RAM RandomAccess Memory
RGB Red GreenBlue
R&D Researchand Development
S/W SoftWare
TBD To Be Determined
TCP/IP TransmissionControlProtocol / Intemet Protocol
V Volts
WSF WasteStorageFacility
31) ThreeDimensional
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Aooendix A- Database Commands and Data Structures

Table A-! Facilit_ Model Quer_ Commands
Command Arcjument Response
SEND_FACILITYJNFO (none) Facilitylnfo
SEND AF:EA_INFO_.BYJNDEX Index Area
SEND_AISLE_INFO_BYJNDEX Index Aisle
SEND_DRUMTYPE_INFO_BY_INDEX Index DrumType
SEND_DRUM_INFQ_BY_INDEX Index Drum -
SEND_DRUM_INFO_BYJDENT Ident Drum
SEND_DRUM_INFO_BY_LOC Loc Drum
SEND_LANDMARKJNFO_BY_IND EX Index Landmark
SEND_LANDMARK_INFO BY IDENT Ident Landmark
SEND_LANDMARK_INFO BY LOC Loc Landmark
SEND_OBSTACLE INFO_BY_INDEX Index Obstacle
SEND_OBSTACLEJNFO_BY LOC Loc Obstacle

Table A-I! Deject Database Report Commands
Command Argument Response ,
REPORT_PATCH BY INDEX Patchlndex (none)0

REPORT STREAK_BYJNDEX Streak Index (none)
REPORT_DENT_BYJNDEX Dentlndex (none)
REPORT_TIPPED_BY_INDEX T'_:)edlndex (none)
REPORT_BULGE BY INDEX Bulgelndex (none)
REPORT..NOORUM BY INDEX Nodmmlndex (none)
REPORT_LOCDRUM_BY_INDEX Locdrumlnclex (none)
REPORT NOLABEL..BY_INDEX Nolabellndex (none)
REPORT_LOCLABEL_BY_INDEX Loclabellndex (none)
REPORT_BADLABEL BY INDEX Badlal:mUndex (none)

Comm&xJ Table A-111 FaciUl_ Model Update Commands,, Arcjument Response
UPDATE_DRUM_LOC_BYJDENT Locldent (none)
UPDATE_DRUM_LOC BY INDEX Loclndex (none)
ADD_NEW_DRUM TOLIST Drum (none)
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Table A-IV Facilit_ Model DrumT_pe Data Record Structurei i

Element Description
radius Hall diameter of drum body[m]
height Basetotopofrim[m]
lid_radius Haft diameter of lidring[m]
rib_radius Half diameter of rib[m]
base_radius Half diameter of base ring[m]
nt)_height[MAX...NUM_RIBDRUM] Base to center of each nl:)[m]
rib_count Numberof _ (usually2 or3)

Table A-V Facilit! Model Drum Data Record Structurei i

,Element ! Description
x_location Drum X coordinate infacilityframe [m]
y location Drum Y coordinatein facilityframe [m]
z_location Drum Z coordinatein facilityframe [m]
orientation Drum orientation(yaw) infacilityframe [rad]
label, height Height of label center above base [m]
drum_type Code fordrum type:
color Code for basic color:
stack_level Height wilhin stack (bottom,, 1)
in_area Area containingdrum
on_aisle Primary aisle segmentcontainingdrum
also_onaisle Secondary (crossing)aisle segment containing drum
next..x_pos_ix Index withindrum listof +X neighbor
next_x_neg_ix Index within drum listOf-X neighbor
next_y_pos_ix • Index withindrum listof +Y neighbor
next..y_neg ix Index within drum listof -Y neighbor
next_z_pos_ix Index wP_iadrum listof +Z neighbor
next_z_neg_ix Index withindrum listof -Z neighbor
index Index of this drum
,,iclentifier[DRUMLABEL_LEN+I] As encoded on barcode label
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Table A-V! Facility Model Landmark Data Record Structure

Element , Description
x_location Landmark X coordinate in facilityframe [m]
y location landmark Y coordinate infacilityframe [m]
z location LandmarkZ coordinate infaoT_yframe [m] _ ._o

axm. x Landmark X axis of rotagon in facility frame
axis_y LandmarkY axis of rotationinfacilityframe
axis_z Landmark Z axis of rotationinfacilityframe
angle Landmarkram_naboutaboveaxis[rad]
in_area Area containing landmark
on_aisle Primary aisle segment containinglandmark
also on_aisle Secondary (crossing) aisle segment containing landmark
identiflezlLANDMARK LABEL LEN+I] As encodedon barcode label

Table A-VII Facillt_ Model Obstacle Data Record Structure

I""'Element I Description

x_comer_1 Obstaclecomer I X coordinate infacilityframe [m]
y_comer_1 Obstaclecorner I Y coordinate infacilityframe [m]
x_comer_2 Oostade corner 2 X coordinateinfacilityframe [m]
y comer_2 Obstaclecomer 2 Y coordinate infacilityframe [m]

Ira_area , Area containincjobstacle

Table A-VIII Facilir l Model Aisle Data Record Structure
"Element Description,,
x_end_l Aisle end I X coordinate in facilityframe [m]
y_end_l Aisleend I Y coordinate in facilityframe [m]
x_end_2 Aisle end 2 X coordinate in facilityframe [m]
y_.end_2 Aisle end 2 Y coordinate in facility frame [m]
drum_count Number04drumsalong thisaisle
drumix_list[MAX_NUM DRUM_AISLE] Arrayof indicesof drums alongthis aisle
Jandmark_count Numberof landmarks alongthis aisle
landmark_ix_list[MAX NUM_LANDMARK AISLE] Arrayof indices of landmarks alongthisaisle
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Table A-IX Facilt_ Model Area Data Record Strw,,fmre
E_mont Description
x comer_l Area corner I X coordinate infaci_ frame [m]
y comer 1 Area corner 1 Y coordinate infactty frame [m]
x_comer_2 Areacomer2Xcoordinateinfacirm/frame[m]
y_comer_2 Area corner 2 Y coordinate in faczTWframe [m]
aisle_count Numberof aisles inthis area
mle_=_J_MAX_NUMjUSLE__r=A] Arrayo_indiouofais_sinthisarea
drumcount Numberof drumsin1hisarea
drum "__.IisI[MAX_.NUIdDRUM AREA] Armyof indicesof drums in this area
landmark_ooum Numberd landmarksinthisarea

, landmark k EsI[MAX._NUIdLANDMARK] Army of indicesof landmarks inthb area
obstacle_count Numberof obstaclesinthis area
obstacle ix list_AX NUM OBSTACLE] Array of indicesof obstacles in this area

Table A-X Facilit 2 Model Area Facili_la, fo Record S:ructure
Element Description
area_count Numberof _eas infacility
aisle count Numberof aislesin facil'W
drum oount Number of drums infacility
drum_typecount Numberof drum types infacility
landmark_count Numberof landmarksin facility
obstacle_count Numberof obstacles in facility
x_oomorl Facilitycorner I X coordinate [m]
y-comer1 Facilitycomer I Y ooordinato [m]
x_comor_2 Facilitycomer 2 X coordinate [m]
y comer_2 Facilitycorner2 Y coordinate Ira]
x_homo Home X ooordinatoin facil'_yframe [m]
y_home Home Y coordinatein facilityframe [m]
yaw_homo Homoorientation(yaw) infacilityframe [rad]
home_aisle Primaryaisle segmentoontaininghome
home_aisle_2 Secondary (crossing)aisle segment oontaining home
facilily name[FACILITY_NAME_LEN+I] Strincjidentifyingfacility
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ADoendix B- Ooerator Interface Screen Prints

Vch_JcControl

ScanPlatformConu-olScrccn

FacilityLaymnScreen
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VehicleControlScrccn

.
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Scan Platform Control
I
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Facility Layout Scan
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